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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly

AUGUST 16, 1990

FREE

THE DEBATE OVER WIDENING THE MAINE TURNPIKE TO SIX LANES:

Speeding into the fog
As the debate widens, the facts get harder to see
By Andy Newman

The debate over a proposed $100 million project to widen 30
miles of the Maine Turnpike between Wells and Scarborough has
become one of Maine's biggest public policy and environmental
riddles.
The Maine Turnpike Authority (MT A) says that stretch of the
turnpike is riddled with traffic jams; opponents of the widening
say the jams happens infrequently. The MTA says widening the
road to six lanes is the only solution to the congestion; opponents
say alternatives to spreading pavement are many. And while the
MTA says the project will have minimal impact on the environment, opponents say that investing so much in car travel snubs
environmentally sound alternatives -like buses and railroads.

Further tempering the debate are recent events in Kuwait and
the ominous reminder that oil is scarce, and that its price will only
go up.
Both sides of the turnpike debate have tried to make things
perfectly clear. They've both printed literature that propose to be
"fact sheets" and "tell the real story" to clarify the inaccuracies they
say the other side is spreading. Both sides have hired "experts" to
do the same.
The Maine Board of Environmental Protection is charged with
seeing the issue clearly, and plans to make a decision in October.
Until then, the accounts and discounts, the claims and disclaims,
and the facts and fictions continue to shroud the debate.

The news you didn't hear
Some of the most important stories of 1989 scarcely made the headlines
From corporate thought control to toxic waste in your
gas tank, the major news media failed to report many
important stories.
In the United States, stories are censored not by outright
government repression, but by what Project Censored
founder Carl Jensen calls "the media's penchant for selfcensorship and desire to avoid sensitive issues."
For the 12th year, Jensen, a journalism professor at
Sonoma State University in California, has assembled a
panel of distinguished journalists and joumalism experts

to select the top ten censored stories of the year.
This year the panel's selection for the number one
under-reported story focuses on the very issue that
inspired Project Censored: the increasing monopoly of a
few giant media corporations, which control more and
more of the world's means of exchanging ideas and
information.
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ARD~PARKS~GALLERY
Richard Parks Gallery always offers the Best!
Taylor Woodcraft Kitchen
Farm Collection at 20% off
list price. Come in and check
out our rabIes, chairs, buffers,
hurches, and stools. Available
in chelsea green, pristine white,
williamsburg blue, natural and
now eggshell black.

A review of the top news stories affecting
Creater Portland: August 6 through 14, 1990.

Table-list $800
Our Price $640
Chairs-list $220
Our Price $176
Hutch-list $1700
Our Price $1360

Stools available in 18",
24" and 30" heights.
Prices start as low as $49
major credit cards • in-store financing • free parking

PORTLAND
BANGOR
ELLSWORTH
288 Fore Street. 170 Park Street. High Street
774-1322
942-6880
667-3615

RICHARD, PARK~, GALLERY

It was a week of
positioning and posturing.
As U.S. troops positioned
themselves In Saudi
Arabia, President Bush
and his advisors postured
In Kennebunkport. And as
Mainers repositioned
themselves to survive
higher 011 prices, the
state's politicians
postured to lay the blame
for those prices.

Bush "not held
hostage" In D.C.
As u.s. troops marched into
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WAKE UP AND SMELL
OUR COFFEE

(Taste it, too - for FREEn
Green Mountain Coffee Roasters invites
you for a free taste of

SAN AGUSTiN,
the newest, 100010 Colombian coffee to
tmch the United States.
Portland
15 Temple Street
Portland. ME 04101
(207) 773-4475

South Portland
101 John Roberts Road
Unit 1
South Portland. ME 04106
(207) 773-3036

Saturday, August 18, 1990
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

GREEN MOUNTAIN

COFFEE

--

R.ASTERS

SAN AGUS'IlN ..

OW

A Coffee whose Heritage is as rich as its Taste.

the Saudi desert, President
Bush left the muggy Potomac
for his summer house in
Kennebunkport.
Announcing that he would
not "be held hostage in the
White House," Bush arrived
on Aug. 10 with plans to golf,
fish and work through Labor
Day.
But the President returned
to Washington four days after
his arrival for a day of meetings at the Pentagon. He
planned to return on Aug 15.
A larger-than-usual entourage of security, advisors and
especially press followed Bush
to Maine on this visit, largely
due to the events in Iraq.
At presstime, rumors were
flying in Kennebunkport and
Washington that Jordan's
King Hussein might visit Bush
this week.

Local lobster
prices down,
lobstermen tie up
With lobster prices hitting
rock bottom, many local
lobstermen tied up their boats
on Aug. 13 and Aug. 14.
Alan Caron, a consultant
with a group of local
lobstermen, said prices were
so low many lobstermen
reasoned they "would lose
money going out" when the
price fetched for a day's catch
didn't cover the cost of bait
and fuel. Caron said while
lobsters were fetching over $3
per pound this spring and
$2.25 per pound earlier this
summer, they are fetching as
low as $1.75 per pound now.
Lobstermen also tied up
their boats last August, when
they accused dealers of
gouging prices. Caron said
that this year accusations
aren't being launched at
dealers, who also are "work-

ing on the edge." The prices
instead are being blamed on
the crustaceans themselves.
Since this is "shedder season,"
lobsters' shells are particularly
soft and the lobsters are not
hearty enough to survive
being shipped.
Up to 80 percent of lobsters
caught locally are shipped
away, according to Caron. But
with lobsters so frail that
being out of a tank even for a
trip to Boston is iffy, all
lobsters caught locally must be
sold to customers locally. The
result has been a huge supply
and lower prices in the Casco
Bay area.
Caron estimated that half of
Casco Bay's 300 lobsterman most of them from the Casco
Bay Islands - tied up on Aug.
13. Shedder season could be
over in a week, but Caron said
that when lobstermen "lose a
week in the tourist season it
hurts them. It hurts them real
bad."

McKernan attacks
Brennan TV ads
Republican Gov. John R.
McKernan Jr. went on the
offensive against his Democratic challenger on Aug. 9
when he began airing television advertisements that
attacked those aired by U.S.
Rep. Joseph E. Brennan.
In his ads, Brennan characterized himself as a fiscal
"conservative," and said he
left the state with a $60 million
surplus when he left the
Blaine House in 1986.
In the retaliatory ads,
McKernan called Brennan one
of the "biggest spenders" in
the US. House, and claimed
that the surplus did not grow
to $60 million until six months
after Brennan left office.
McKernan called on
Brennan to "play it straight"
with the facts. Brennan said
McKernan was on the attack
"out of desperation."

••• Independent
attacks both
Meanwhile, Independent
candidate Andrew Adam
complained that he wasn't
given a chance to say anything.
Governor John R.
McKernan and U.S. Rep.
Joseph Brennan will take jabs
at one another face-to-face
when they meet in a televised

debate next month, but Adam
wasn't invited to join them.
So Adam is taking a jab at
the TV station airing the
debate, WCSH-TV (Channel
6), for not inviting him. '1s it
fair to the people of Maine not
to present all the candidates?"
Adam challenged.
'The public will be wellserved by hearing the Governor and former Governor
debating," said Jeff Marks,
station manager at WCSH.
Marks said Adam is not
enough of a "player" to be
newsworthy at this point in
the campaign, but added that
"we haven't closed the door"
on future debates. The Maine
Broadcasting Co., parent
company to WCSH and a
Bangor station, will air the live
debate both in Portland and in
Bangor on Sept. 5.
"1 cannot imagine what
mayhem they fear from me,"
said Adam, "other than the
terror of digesting new ideas
on live television."

Andrews attacks
Emery's 011 money
On Aug. 13, Sen. Thomas
Andrews, the Democratic
candidate for Maine's First
Congressional District, vowed
to "reject political contributions from oil companies" and
challenged his Republican
opponent, David Emery, to do
the same. Andrews' camp
maintains that Emery pocketed $51,200 in money from
gas and oil companies in his
1982 Congressional bid and
had collected $3,300 as of June
30 for the present campaign.
"Since the Iraqi invasion of
Kuwait," said Andrews, "we
have all been witness to an
attack on the consumers of
Maine and America through
the blatant price gouging by
big oil companies ... It is time
to rid even the suggestion that
big oil profits from the current
crisis will influence Congress
as it confronts this challenge to
our nation."
Andrews' press conference
was viewed as a publicity
stunt by Emery's camp. Emery
press secretary Jim Flanagan
confinned that Emery has
received money from big oil
companies, but said that
Emery was not controlled by
them. In fact, Flanagan said
that days before Andrews'
press conference, Emery had
held a press conference
himself and "talked about the
the crisis in Maine and the
necessity for the US. to
develop a national policy for
alternative energy sources."

Continued on page 4

Some people think there's not much to do late at night.
They haven't been to L.L. Bean.
10 p. m. Valerie Marshall, 30,
works in L.L. Bean's Men's
Department.
"I think we stay open all day and
all night because, as LL used
to say, '}6u never know when
someone is going to need you~ .. 1
remember late one evening last
year this older, very refined, digm~
fied gentleman came in-I think he
was Austnan. This was his first time in the store, and we
went from mens to UXJmens, then to home and camp. It
took nearly al/ night, but he got everything he needed.
Folks tell methat walking through the door here at, say,
/0 or JJ at mght is an expenence in itself I know what
they mean-but its probably more a feeling than anything you could put into UXJrds... ..
2 a.m. Assistant Manager
John Chaney, 53, has been
with Bean's for 17 years.
"/'ve had people ask me who
on earth UXJuld shop here at
2 in the moming, and I just
look at them and grin. ..Back
when I started UXJrking here,
there were only three clerks
on, and If it was real qUiet, we played cribbage. Hunters
used to come in on their way up to camp then. Weh? bigger nOlL\ but theres still a small feeling about the place. In
fact, wei>e had the same crew on for four years now. Nowadays. some people come in just for the company, and I
serve a lot of coffee... One of my favon·te stones is the night

I came out into the lobby, and there was a perfect set of
wet foot tracks heading right out the front door. I don't
knolL\ I guess somebody took a swim in the trout pond!"

6 a. m. Olga Bishop, 55, works
in L.L. Bean's footwear
deparbnent.
"My grandfather was a shoemaker, and li>e spent my whole
lIfe around shoes. I stitched
shoes and luggage before I came
to UXJrk in this department. I
know shoes, and I never recommend a shoe I'm not sure offers
exactly what the customer is
looking for. Sometimes that can take a while. People Will
try on shoe after shoe, but I don't mind. I'm glad theres
plenty of time to get it right. In fact, thats one of the best
things about UXJrking this hour. .. }6u see, it may seem
peaceful here at night, but youti be surpnsed. Theres
always something interesting going on."
50m.e people like to visit L.L. Bean during the day, and
some like the experience they have
here late at night.
50 we're here 24
hours every day,
Our store offers durable,
ready to answer
practical products and knowledgeable,
friendly service for people ">/10
your questions
love the outdoors. We're open
and help you make
24 hours, every day.
the most of your
time outdoors.

·L.L.Read
Route I. Freeport. Maine
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Port Bake House

Long lasting, tropical

ORCHIDS

$15
Open
7:30 am
to 8:00 pm
205 Commercial st. ·773-2217 • 263 st.

5 stems attractively
wrapped and tklivend to
PortfR.nd and mstbrook.
Cash or credit card.

~~ BARTON'S

HARMON'S
584 Congress Street
Portland

774·5946

.,

~ 117 Brown Street

Westbrook

854.2518

AU major credit card. accepted on phone orden.
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Cape Elizabeth
OKs deer hunt
The Cape Elizabeth town
council approved a deer hunt
that will allow 120 bow
hunters to set their sights on
deer. Hunters will be allowed
to use only bows and arrows
because of a local ordinance
tha t restricts citizens from
firing a gun anywhere in town
limits, a major factor in the
deer herds phenomenal size.
Gary Anderson of Maine's
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife said while the
state of Maine has an average
of 20 deer per square mile,
Cape Elizabeth has an estimated 123 deer per square
mile. The deer herd has been
characterized as a nuisance by
many Cape Elizabeth residents, as the creatures have
been involved in 15 percent of
all auto accidents and did
$67,000 worth of crop damage
to farmers in 1989.
Phineas Sprague, whose
family owns 2,000 acres in
Cape Elizabeth including the
Ram Island farm, said he once
counted 56 deer in a field on
his property. Sprague said
planting a garden is impossible and that even the shrubs
around his house are consumed by deer.
State biologists and Cape
Elizabeth officials hope the 120
bow hunters will kill 100 deer
from Oct. 1 through Dec. 1.
But Sprague, who has tried
to bow hunt on his own land
and allowed other hunters to
do so as well, doesn't expect
the hunters to be very successful. With the bow's short
range, "You don't just go in
there and say 'Excuse me, can
] shoot you?' It really takes a
lot of skill," said Sprague. "I
think it's going to be a lot of
fun for a few guys that are
going to traipse around in the
woods. But I don't think
they're going to be successful
in putting a dent in the
population."

Tourists

George

Oooops

Elmer

Take a look behind vacationland
Exhibit: 14 August -15 September
Opening: 17 August, 5:30 -7:30 p.rn.
Photographs of Maine and Kennebunkport
by Casco Bay Weekly photographer

ronee Harbert

7 Pleasant Street, Portland 879-0042

The last name the parking
control officer featured in last
week's cover story, Danny
Hauk, was misspelled "Houk"
in photo captions.
Also, in last week's
Newsbrief about Guy Gannett
Publishing Co., the volume of
the ad vertising tha t the three
Portland Newspapers sold in
the first five months of 1990
dropped 17 percent from the
first five months in 1989.

Repurted I1y Andy Newman
and Monte Paw/sen

WEIRD NEWS:
Recent evenU In the Arab
world have poInted up the
many differences that
exIst between cultures.
Here are a few more:
..-city officials in Sarasota,
Fla., have banned thongbacked swimsuits that leave
buttocks bare, claiming that
they constitute indecent
exposure. Meanwhile, authorities in Grenoble, France, have
banned knee-length
swimwear in many local
swimming pools, claiming
that the more fabric a swimmer wears, the dirtier the
water gets.

Southern Yellow Pine
This clean-lined hardwood bed frame is simple to
assemble, easily transported, and available in twin,
double and queen sizes, all in stock. Matching
bedside table may be substituted for storage drawer
for package price. Queen size 60" x 80·.
We carry the largest in-stock selection of fine quality
•
frames, futons and covers in New England. Futons
~d 8on;})
priced from $79 to $189. Futons made specially for us by
TH . . ." " " ...."

. . . .' "

....A few days after Congress failed to approve a f1agburning amendment to the
U.S. Constitution, Chinese
lawmakers passed a law that
not only bans desecration of
their na tional flag, bu t also
forbids the use of the flag in
advertisements or as a trademark.
....After bringing four tiny
frogs from the Seychelles to
Japan for an exhibit of exotic
wildlife, officials at the Osaka
Flower Expo discovered the
third-of-an-inch-Iong amphibians were almost invisible to
the naked eye and tended to
hide behind leaves in their
displays. Expo officials
announced they were going to
kill two of the frogs, preserve
them in chemicals and display
them under magnifying
glasses. "It was a very sorrowful decision," one official said,
"but this is the only way we
can show the frogs to as many
people as possible." After an
outcry by animal lovers, expo
officials decided there was one
other way and announced
they would show videos of the
frogs instead.
.... In China's Sichuan
province, Li Jinyu, who the
official China Daily says
refused to wear clothes for his
first 24 years, finally put on his
first pair of pants to attend
National Day celebrations at a
neighboring town. Li's nude
behavior kept him from
attending school but his life
was otherwise normal, according to the paper, which
printed a picture of a naked Li
playing Chinese chess in midwinter while a peasant in a
heavy coat and fur hat looks
on.
Roland Sweet/A/kerNel

NOW GOING ON

HALF PRICE
--SALE,-ALL SUMMER & SPRING CLOTHES
Bathing suits, slacks,
silk, linen & cotton dresses,
good selection of skirts &
coordinating sweaters, blouses,
suits & jackets.
ALSO -

SPECIALTY SHOP FOR WOMEN

up to 70% off in the basement

185 PARK ROW

OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 9:30-5:30

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

WE ARE AIR CONDITIONED!

"AROUND THE CORNER FROM
BOWDOIN COLLEGE, ACROSS FROM
THE BIG GREY CHURCH"

FULL COLOR

PHOTO-TEES

Images
blown up

to size.
All photos returned.

$1695

.. aval'1 able
• volume pricing

100% Cotton T's

GENERATED
IMAGE!
COLOR COPIES
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Market Street (next to the Oyster Club) Old Port, Portland· 774-445
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natural habitats will be destroyed" ("Fact: The turnpike's
wildlife ecologists say that no Significant wildlife habitats will be
destroyed"); "taxpayers will be paying for this project" ("Fact:
The users of the turnpike will pay for 100 percent of this project
through their tolls").
When armed with facts like these, MTA Executive Director
Paul Violette said most people are won over to the merits of
turnpike widening. And Violette said the majority of frequent
turnpike riders support the widening. His supposition is su~
ported by a 1988 poll conducted by the MTA in which 82 percent
of frequent turnpike users responded that the congestion on the
roadway warranted improvements.
Ryan added that the recent efforts of his group have helped
win public support for the turnpike widening, but admitted that
he had no evidence on which to base such claims.

Blocking the road

At :hc: Aug. 18 hearing before the state Board of Environmental Protection: Roger Mallar, a consultant to the Maine Turnpike Authority <at right}
wa ts Impat ently as David Laemmle of the Maine Transportation Coalition reads a statement condemning the turnpike expansion <at the podlu~}.

SPEEDING INTO THE FOG
Continued from front page

"Maine has
shown itself to be

a leader in
many areas,
including
implementing
one of the first
bottle bills
in the country...
I believe that the
State of Maine
could be a leader
in this area. "
Dr. Thomas Adler

The Maine Turnpike AuthOrity was created 47 years ago to
build a turnpike for Maine. The original plan was to charge tolls
only until the construction loans were paid off, then tear down
the toll booths and hand the turnpike reins over to the Maine
Department of Transportation (OOT).
Those loans were paid off a decade ago, but the MT A has
grown - as has traffic on the turnpike, which doubled from 1979
to 1987, climbing from an average of 88,000 vehicles a day to an
average of 175,000 vehicles a day.
The MTA claims that all these extra cars - 35 million last yearcause traffic jams on the turnpike. A "bottleneck" is what the
MT A calls the 3D-mile stretch of four-lane road between Wells
and Scarborough (where the 1-295 off ramp diverts traffic to the
South Portland toll booths).
So the MTA wants to spend $100 million to widen that section
of the road to six lanes, three in each direction. The project has
won the approval of the Maine State Legislature and the blessing
of Governor John R. McKernan, Jr.
Standing between the MTA and a six-lane Maine Turnpike is
the approval of the Maine Board of Environmental Protection
(BEP).
Environmentalists and public policy specialists who oppose
the project say the environmental and social impacts will be
extensive. They fault the project not only for paving over wetlands, but also for secondary impacts such as increased traffic on
access roads and increased air pollution. The groups that oppose
the turnpike expansion include the Maine chapters of Audubon
and the Sierra Club, the Natural Resources Council of Maine
(NRCM) and the Casco Bay Greens.
In response, a coalition of more than 50 business groups and
workers' unions formed the pro-widening Maine Committee to
Revitalize the Turnpike.
Both the pro- and anti-widening forces have hired experts and
commissioned studies. Both sides are handing out literature that
include "fact" sheets; both sides are trying to clear the air in this
debate. But with facts customized to tell one side of the story and
experts hired to do the same, the truth is only becoming foggieT.

Big highway, big bucks
An Aug. 12 report entitled "Revitalizing the Turnpike: An
Investment in Maine's Future" suggested that the MTA's proposed $100 million expansion and improvement project would
be a boon to Maine's sagging economy.
Raymond Neveu, an author, financial analyst and professor of
economics at the University of Southern Maine, predicted that
the project would employ up to 4,500 construction workers and
engineers over four years - 2,000 of them at once - during the
peak construction.
Using an economic concept known as the "multiplier effect,"

Neveu calculated that the $100 million spent on the project
would pump $235 million into Maine's economy. The theory
holds that employing a mass of workers has a ripple effect when
the workers spend money for housing and on retail goods, and
that the money is spent again by those who are paid with it.
Neveu's report was commissioned by the Maine Committee
to Revitalize the Maine Turnpike, the members of which are
listed at right. It is made up largely of trade associations representing the companies that would get to pump that $100 million
into the economy.
"Gee, there's a lot of surprises there," turnpike-widening
opponent Alan Caron said of the committee. "It's a classic case of
round up the usual suspects ... You've got construction companies out there that are in a slump, and there's a lot of money to
be made."
But support for widening the turnpike doesn't come from
construction companies alone. People who transport goods
along the turnpike complain of delays on the southern section of
the turnpike. And time, they say, is money.
H. Allen Ryan is President of Augusta's NorthCenter
Foodservice, a food distributor that sells to institutions across the
state. In the middle of July, Ryan read an article in the Kennebec
Journal that said the Department of Environmental Protection
was getting many more letters from people opposed to the
turnpike widening than from those supporting it. Ryan quickly
put pen to paper to express his support for the turnpike widening, and he sent the letter both to the BEP and to the Maine
Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
The latter, Ryan soon learned, was considering an effort to
support the widening when Ryan's letter arrived. The Maine
Committee to Revitalize the Turnpike was soon formed, and
Ryan was named chair of the committee.
The committee's battle cry rests on the preTnise that when cars
slow down in that 3O-mile stretch, Maine's tourism and other
industries slow down as well. According to IiteTature circulated
by the committee: "Every part of the state benefits from a safe,
free-f1owing highway. It is critical to the economic infrastructure:
The Turnpike helps keep Maine workers working... (The widening) is of critical importance to our ability to keep goods and
services flowing."
Stirred to action by news of letteTs from opponents of widening the turnpike, Ryan called for his troops to write letters, too.
Ryan said members of his committee penned letters to editors of
newspapers throughout the state. He was particularly pleased
when the Portland Press Herald recently ran nine letters in the
same issue from proponents of the widening.
While the fledgling group geared up for the turnpike widening, the MTA was redoubling its own efforts. On July 24 and 25,
Southern Maine toll booth workers handed out 120,000 propaganda cards along with transit tickets. The cards enumerated
five "facts" that make the widening necessary, and described
how motorists could receive the Maine Turnpike newsletter.
The newsletter attacked such "inaccurate claims" as "Valuable

Those opposed to widening the Maine Turnpike do have
evidence that the majority of Mainers oppose the project. A poll
conducted by the Capitol News Service in late May found 57
percent of Mainers opposed to widening the turnpike, 35 percent
for the widening and nine percent undecided.
And while Ryan thinks that public opinion has shifted in
favor of the widening - due in part to his public relations effortSarah Conly, chair of the Maine chapter of the Sierra Oub,
doesn't buy it.
"1 think that's bologna," said Conly. "1 don't think anyone
really believes the public is behind the expansion. The more
people learn, the more they think it's a really stupid idea."
Several details of the proposed expansion make it seem like "a
really stupid idea" to Conly and to others. For instance, traffic
jams riddled the turnpike for a total of only 22 hours in 1989,
predictably on Friday and Sunday afternoons and on holiday
weekends.
And while turnpike officials say the number of hours that the
four-lane road is at "peak capacity" is steadily increasing, foes
claim increasing the capacity via widening the turnpike is not
the solution.
Rather, they say that the solution is to embrace alternatives
that lessen the demand on capacity.
Richard Barringer, director of the Mainewatch Institute, a
non-profit public policy research organization, has been critical
of expanding the turnpike throughout the debate. The
Mainewatch "Case for a Management Alternative" draws
parallels between the turnpike and electric power and telephone
utilities. Those utilities have managed to adjust their demand,
usually by price structuring, instead of building more power
plants or stringing more wire to meet peak needs.
On the turnpike, that demand adjustment would translate to
charging higher toll charges during peak hours or, Similarly,
charging lower tolls during off-peak hours. Combined with
incentives for ridesharing, car JXX>ling and public transportation,
the problem of the turnpike congestion could be solved at a
minimal cost, Barringer maintains.
While loading more people in cars and buses could help
traffic congestion, a growing number of Mainers are working to
get people and freight off the highway altogether.
TrainRiders Northeast is a Portland-based group of New
EnglandeTs who hope to restore passenger service between
Boston and Portland. Should it be restored, the train would whiz
by the 3O-miles of turnpike in the limelight. Portland's Alan
Caron worked as a consultant to TrainRiders and is now organizing a group called the Maine Train Action Committee. The
group will work toward getting a referendum question on the
1991 ballot that would appropriate $30 million -less than a third
of the money needed to widen the turnpike - toward restoring
train service between Portland and Boston as well as increasing
rail service throughout Maine.
Caron acknowledges that train service won't singlehandedly
solve congestion on the turnpike, but he said rail service could
be a part of the solution when combined with the type of alternatives Barringer supports. Barringer and Caron both argue that
the project is flawed economically. They say that spending $100
million on one transportation project - whether the money comes
from toll fees, taxes, or a rich aunt - is to put all the transportation eggs in one basket.
But while economic arguments for and against widening the
turnpike abound, the decision as to whether or not it will be
widened rests not with a board of economists but rather with a
board charged to protect the environment. Testimony focusing
on economics and the environmental and political dangers of
being over-reliant on foreign oil have lent a complexity to the
hearings that test the scope of the BEP's mission.
Adding to the complexity for board members is testimony
from pro-widening experts that has minimized environmental
impacts and maximized economic benefits, and testimony from
anti-widening experts that have focused not narrowly on
wetlands but also more broadly on global warming and the
automobile's contribution to it.
Thus, the economicallY-i>riented Ryan said: "I'm surprised
they continue to fight it. There basically are no environmental
issues. the environmental impact of this project happened 47
years ago when (the turnpike) was built." Ryan echoed the MTA
in claiming that only 14 feet of pavement to either side of the
road will have minimal impact to land, that air pollution from a
wider highway will decrease because vehicles spew considerably less exhaust when moving at 55-65 m.p.h. than when they
are bumper to bumper, and that widening the road won't
encourage more traffic in and of itself.
The environmentallY-i>riented Conly pointed to the

automobile'S dubious contribution to ground level and atmospheric air pollution. More than a third of the Earth's automobiles are on US. roads, and on average they each pump their
own weight in carbon dioxide into the air each year. American
driving is the single leading cause of global warming, a problem
with increasingly complex international complexities. To Conly
and other environmentalists, traffic jams are a warning sign that
we are becoming too reliant on the four-wheelers.
"1 think that going places by car is a pretty bad idea and
congestion may just be the price you should be willing to pay,"
said Conly. "We should come to realize that travelling by car has
inconveniences and that occasional congestion is one of those
inconveniences. If you don't like it, then work for train service
or... take some sort of public transportation."

Public hearings, hidden drives
On the afternoon of Aug. 8, the function room at the Comfort
Inn in Augusta was the sight of the final public hearing about
the turnpike widening. The room was as congested with people
as the Maine Turnpike is with cars on a holiday afternoon.
Jackets were removed, ties were loosened, sleeves were rolled
up.
Among several experts who testified before the board was
Roger Mallar, former Commissioner of the Department of
Transportation. Occasionally blotting his brow with his handkerchief, Mallar walked through points that he'd made at previous
public hearings. He said increased traffic on the turnpike was
resulting in accidents increasing "alarmingly," that widening the
turnpike would accommodate increasing traffic but would not
attract traffic, that the MT A planned to fund improvements to
tributaries of the turnpike.
George Campbell, another former DOT commissioner retained by the MTA, spoke of alternatives, and said "there's a lot
of utility in multiple uses" but said rail transport is "not a
relative alternative" to widening the turnpike. He added that
widening of the turnpike "does not preclude" future traffic
management efforts for the road. In fact, he said having a third
lane would allow the MTA to create a high occupancy vehicle
lane for carpooling commuters. No traffic management options
could preclude the widening, Campbell said, adding that peakhour pricing methods had not proven effective elsewhere.
But Dr. Thomas Adler, the transportation expert from Vermont hired by the NRCM, testified that charging more at toll
booths during peak hours and focusing on alternatives like rail
service could alleviate congestion during peak hours.
Echoing Barringer, Adler said: "The Turnpike Authority is
correct that peak hour pricing in transportation has not been
tried. I believe, however, that that isn't a reason that Maine
shouldn't try it ... Maine has shown itself to be a leader in many
areas, including implementing one of the first bottle bills in the
country at a time when everyone said a bottle bill couldn't
work." Adler also pointed to Maine's recent solid waste law as
the "most comprehensive solid waste legislation in the country."
Adler urged that Maine be as progressive in its transportation
policy: '1 believe that the State of Maine could be a leader in this

area."
None of Maine's political leaders made an appearance at the
hearing. Most of the politicians locate themselves on the same
side of the road as Gov. McKernan and favor the turnpike
widening. McKernan's opponent for the next gubernatorial
election, U.S. Rep. Joseph Brennan, has avoided taking a stand
on the issue, fueling McKernan's claim that Brennan doesn't take
a stand on issues.
Democratic insiders insist that Brennan opposes widening the
Maine Turnpike. In public, Brennan claims the issues needs
more study. But Brennan's call for more study rings a bit hollow.
When he was Governor, Brennan put extraordinary trust in the
policy opinions of one top advisor - Richard Barringer. If he
trusted Barringer's judgement then, why doesn't he trust it now?
The reason could have a lot to do with money. According to
reports filed in the Maine Secretary of State Office, Brennan had
raised a total of $754,000 by mid July. A lot of that money came
from businesses aligned with the groups that make up the
Committee to Revitalize the Turnpike. Figuring prominently in
Brennan's list of contributors are real estate firms, automobile
and oil dealers, contractors and several of the unions on the list
at right. They've given thousands and thousands to the Brennan
campaign - dollars they might not continue to give if Brennan
announced that he was opposed to widening the turnpike.
On the lonely side of the road - opposing the turnpike - stands
state Sen. Thomas Andrews, the Democratic candidate for US.
Congress from Maine's 1st Congressional District. Insiders at the
Andrews campaign believe their candidate's public stance in
favor of transportation alternatives - and in opposition to
widening the turnpike - has cost him thousands of dollars in
donations. Andrews, who has raised most of his money from
small, individual donors, is making campaign financing part of
his campaign against Republican Dave Emery (see Newsbriefs).
Most of Maine's state lawmakers, needless to say, approve of
the widening, as indicated by their vote favoring it in 1987.
The Maine Board of Environmental Protection is expected to
rule in October on whether to grant the MTA a permit for the
project. The MT A then will need final approval for the project
from the Army Corps of Engineers.
Until then, the fog continues to thicken.
still remembers his father's frequent
suggestions tlult he go play in traffic.

Andy Newman.

The usual
suspects
As of Aug. 8, the Maine
Committee to Revitalize the
Maine Turnpike included:
Agricultural Bargaining Council
of Maine
American Subcontractors
Association of Main.
A.socIated Bulld.rs and
Contractors of Maine
Associated Gen.....1 Contractors
of Main.
Bldd.foftl·Saco Chamb... of
Comm.rc.
Chamber of Com....rc. of
G...at ... Portland
Con.tructlon Financial
M.n.g.ment Assocl.tIon
Consulting £ngl_rs of M.lne
Eastern Main. Development
Corpor.tlon
£Conomk Dev.Io ......nt Council
ofM.lne
Home Builders Association
International Un ..... of
Oper.tlng £nglneer.. Loc.1 4
International Brotherhood of
BrIdge, Structu ...11r
Om_t.llron Wo .... , ..
Local 496
Int.m.tIonai Brotherhood of
T•• m.ters, Chauffeur..
W.r.hou...........eI H.lpers
of AmerIc.. Local J.4O
K.nnebunk/K.nnebun~

Cham..... of Commerc.
K.nnebec V.IIe" Cham..... of
Com ....rc.
Labo...rs International Union of
North America, Local 12
L........ Enc_aglng Aroo.took
Developm.nt
Lewiston/Auburn Chamber of
Commerce

M.lne Adv.nc.......t Program
M.I... Auto Dealers AssocI.tlon
M.lne Beer and Win.
Who .........

M.lne Better Tr.nsportatlon
Association
M.I ... Cham..... of Commerc.
and Indu.try
M.I ... Farm Bu~
"'In. Groc.,.' Association
Mal... Hlghw." W.ty
Commission
"'In. Tourl.m Comml.sIon
MaIne Hlghw." U.....
Conf.renc.
...1... Merch...ts Association
...1... M..... Products
Assocl.tlon
"'Ine Motor Transport
Association
M..... 011 DeaI.rs A.soclatlon

"'In.

Potato Board
M.I... Port Co...cll
"'In. RHI btat. Developm.nt
AssocI.tlon
....... R.stau... nt AssocIlIllon
M..... S.f.ty Conf.r...c.
M..... Stat. , .....g.
Mld·MaI... Ch....b.r of
Commerc.
MId·State £Conomk
Development Corpor.tlon
New bgIand Bus Association
New Engl..... Bu.
T...nsponatlon Association
Northost Chapt... National
DrUllng Contractors
Mort...... "'In. Raglonal
Planning Commission
Old Orch.rd Beach Chamber of
Com....rc.
p ...... Industry Infonn.tlon
0ffIc.
Rangely Lak.s R~lon Chamber
of Commerc.
Sid ....... Association
United Irotherhoocl of
Carpenters ... d Join.... of
A....rlc.. Loc.1 407
Windham Ch.mber of
Commerc.
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I would like to commend
Casco Bay Weekly on the
excellent article" Assault and
Hattery" (CBW 8.2.90). The
public must be made aware of
the violent crimes committed
against women and the many
fonns of power and control
abuse that also exist. Psychological and verbal bashing
leaves wounds that are just as
painful as those received from
beatings, bu t all too often
never completely heal.
I am sick of people claiming
that women provoke their
abuses and therefore their
abusive treatment is warranted. Yes, we have all
provoked our mates to anger
at some point in a relationship;
this is normal human behavior. Where and how we direct
our anger is the key factor
here. No matter how angry a
person is, humiliation, berating, forcible control, beating,
raping or denial of equal
opportunities and free choice
is never justified.
You ran a response written
by a woman calling for an end
to male gender bashing (CBW
6.7.90). She claimed that
women in this day and age
have the resources and
opportunities that could free
them from abusive relationships if they so chose. How
idealistic this notion is. This
woman obviously did not
grow up in an abusive home.
Marrying at eighteen "to get
away," only to find herself
continually humiliated,
berated and beaten by the one
person she thought she could
trust. With no self esteem, no
skills, no education, no
independent finances, no
loving family to return to, and
more often than not, several
children to support, where are
the "wonderful resources"
that this woman has to look
forward to?
Let us wake up to the
realities of abuse against
woman. First, lets stop pretending that all woman have
to do is leave the abuser. Try
telling that to the friends and
family of Monika Malcolm,
who was brutally killed on
July 18 in Portland, allegedly
by a boyfriend. Try telling that
to the many other woman who
have been killed, beaten, and
terrorized by their abusers.

/~J./~
Anne S. O'Brien
Freeport, Maine

"No sympathy"
for Nlss

served over r;,.gu;,.; with sRl4d
.~~.. \.~

"Wake up to the
realities of abuse
against woman"

Casco Bay ~Idy is a member

of the AssociationofAlternatioe
Newsweeklies

I hope - no, pray is a better
word - that the outrage
elicited by Walter Chappell's
photograph, "Father and Son,"
will be directed toward a
much more demeaning and
immoral one; that is the
picture of Charlotte Warner on
the cover of your Aug. 2 issue.
If there is a concern between such "art" (or pornography, as some would call it)
and violence against women

and children, let us at least at
least send as an effecti ve
message to the perpetrators of
the violence as we do the
artist.
As long as we allow the
victims of crime to feel like
criminals, the criminals can
feel like victims.
"Well, I'm in a lot of pain,
too," (Bob) Niss is quoted as
saying. I, for one, have no
sympathy for him .

JI.

~L~
M. Laughlin --a

"Oppressing
oppression with
oppression
perpetuates
oppression"
Thank you to CBW for your
cover stories which so aptly
complimented each other in
the August 2 issue. I was
surprised to find "Assault and
Flattery" and "Photographic
Unrealism" so infonnative as
well as thought-provoking. I
appreciate the depth and
personal openness with which
Cutlip pursued his topic and
argument. My one and only
disappointment was that he
seemed to completely miss the
obvious problem which was
so graphically illustrated in
the adjacent article.
Naked? Nude? Could this
really be the cause of our
discomfort over the controversial "Father and Son." Really
now. Even erect penises and
"NAKED homosexual childmolesting pornographic
artists" are not the root of
what is bothering us. Granted,
these images may conjure up
fear; fear of the most horrifying of criminals known to the
human collective consciousness. But these images nor any
other images are in themselves
the true problem. Our anger,
confusion and fear is based on
something much more elusive
and metaphOriC. Our problem
is how do we (as individuals,
communities and societies)
identify and them DEAL
WI1H the essential force
behind abusive power?
I can say for starters that it
is not by muddling the
problem over with distractions
like withholding funds from
the arts of coming unglued by
some individual erection or
even by discussing whether to
print or not to print copies of
the erection. The essence of
abuse does not lurk in the
photographic or pornographic, printed or not. And
neither censorship nor a
wholly expressive free press is
going to make that ABUSE GO
AWAY, no matter how
extreme you go in either
direction.
If we continue to divert our
attention from the problem at
hand by placing blame and
therefore power on the art
object that supposedly "serves
to legitimize violence" then
who will say what image
motivates abuse and what
Continued on page 10
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image does not? First it may
be the picture of an erect
penis. Then it may be a
particularly provocative photo'
of an erect banana. Or an erect
yellow stripe or an erect line
drawn on an erect piece of
paper. When does the image
stop motivating violence and
simply become a benign
image? Never, because an
abusive person can be stimulated to abuse by an erect
penis, a barking dog, a silence,
anything and nothing. The
perception, ideas and
thoughts, the power and
responsibility, lie squarely and
solely in the eyes of the
beholder.
We are the root of the
problem. You and me. We
hold the power of abuse and
the power to overcome abuse.
Cases of abusive behavior can
be traced back as far as any of
our history but I also believe
we have always had the tools
to deal with it, too. The
important difference between
now-and our history is that
now we openly discuss and
report much more of it than
we used to. We need to
understand the motivating
forces behind abusive behavior. We can uncover the
ignorance, frustration and
inability to problem solve
constructively that drives an
abuser. Then we must hold
everyone including ourselves
accountable for his and her
actions. Compassionate
understanding and accountability are the keys.
It is not a mystery to me
why Christine Kukka's
response to "Father and Son"
was one of fear and to censor.
Male oppression combined
with female submission is and
ugly reality that we all live
with every minute whether we
are conscious of it or not. And
while this grotesque combination is more apparent in
stories like "Assault and
flattery" it comes in the ''hard
to identify" form as well. For
example, if "Father and Son"
was shot by Walter Chappell's
wife, why is the photo credited to Walter Chappell?
"In view of the call for a
"national emergency" to
address the problem of child
abuse I find Ms Kukka's
response VERY UNDERSTANDABLE. Understandable bu,t nevertheless not
condonable. Oppression of
women and children is not
going to be stopped by
oppression or suppression of
art. And more importantly
oppressing oppression with
oppression perpetuates
oppression.
Does it matter if the alternative press publishes "Father
and Son" when the real
problems are running wild in
each and every one of us? I
doubt it.
Would it make a difference
if Casco Bay Weekly addressed the underlying forces
of abuse? I hope so.

~~9\(1
Portland

W.O. Cutlip is a good
writer. Christine Kukka is an
excellent reporter. Nevertheless, in Cutlip's story about
not publishing a nude photograph (CBW 8.2.90) in the
article called ''Naked Journalism," Cutlip lashes out at
Kukka. Cutlip's arrogant,
condescending and sarcastic
tone ("Ms. Kukka had at her
disposal a good number of
expert witnesses, people who
own and operate penises .. .")
illustrates precisely the male
attitude Kukka talks about.
That CBW would print so
much condescension towards
an excellent female reporter
makes me wonder what the
(male) editorial policy of that
paper is.
This letter is meant to
applaud Kukka's serious
reporting (whether or not one
agrees with her wish to keep
the controversial photograph
out of the paper) and her right
to declare "men live in a
socially-accepted male sexual
culture..." For Cutlip to call it
her own problem is like we
white people saying racism is
the black man's problem.
More compassion in his article
might have convinced readers
that Kukka was wrong.
Instead, Cutlip'S tone confirms
Kukka's premise.

-/?~vp:;/~iff/CSherry Miller
Portland

Cutlip's IIputrld
argument ...
stupidity at its
unrefined worst"
In response to W.O.
Cutlip's defense of local
alleged hip-hop group Too
Much Truth (CBW 8.9.90), I
assert that the band is, indeed,
obscene. What's obscene is
these musically inept performers are allowed to desecrate
hip-hop's good name with
inane lyrics and noisemaking
with instruments.
Rather than handing out
condoms, Too Much Truth
would be well-advised to
hand out earplugs and apologies to unfortunate rap
aficionados subjected to hear
their tomfoolery.
Too Much Truth envisions
themselves in the mold of
Public Enemy and Ice-T. They
are, in fact, completely unlike
those artists. Public Enemy
and Ice-T perform songs about
being angry. When Too Much
Truth perform, music lovers
become angry. It's not the
same thing. The comparison of
Too Much Truth and 2 Live
Crew is fair in one respect neither group's music is
socially redeeming. Whereas I
agree 2 Live Crew should be
able to let their hormones run
wild in music, and Too Much
Truth should be allowed to
hand out condoms, I won't
buy a 2 Live Crew album. Nor
will I be around a Too Much
Truth concert long enough to
receive a condom.
Cutlip can talk about
censorship until his gums
bleed, but the fact is he, too, is
censored, but doesn't bitch
about that. He reports to an

editor. His material is subject
to editing. As such, Too Much
Truth is hired to perform a job
by Intown Portland
Exchange's Jay Hibbard. If he
says, ''Tum it down," they
should tum it down. If he
says, "Don't hand out
condoms," they shouldn't
hand out condoms.
The insinuation that
Hibbard should have known
Too Much Truth would play
music too loudly or hand out
condoms just by listening to a
demo tape is stupidity at its
unrefined worst. The fact is
Hibbard, as employer, has the
right to decide how his
employees will perform their
jobs. If Too Much Truth
dislikes that decision, they
should quit.
Cutlip would also be welladvised to read up on media
law. Limits to our rights of
free expression abound. Libel
laws, the right of privacy,
sedition, treason, and inciting
a riot are all limitations on free
expression. Please, Mr. Cutlip,
don't be shocked that people
are sometimes censored.
Censorship has been around
since before, during and after
the Bill of Rights was passed.
I would like to assert my
love of hip-hop and disgust
with the idea of being protected by others from obscenity. However, Cutlip's article
distorts the truth into the kind
of argument for free expression which in the long run,
actually damages our freedom. It is the type of antiintellectualism which Cutlip
uses to rationalize his putrid
argument which has caused
this surge or right-wing
restriction which threatens us.
Cutlip should rejoin reality
and call a spade a spade. Too
Much Truth is Too Too Tired.

'DOVel ('I H. V4j'J~ k
DouglasH.
Vanderweide
Portland

CBW mission
muddled by recent
Ernie Pook
I picked up my first copy of
Casco Bay Weekly at the
Yarmouth rest area this past
weekend. What it is, to me, is
a real alternative type paper.
Interesting ads, alternative
type news and stuff like that.
,But I'm not quite sure you're
living up to your journalistic
mission of being "an instrument of community unqerstanding." I'll tell you why.
I'm a Christian and I've
accepted Christ as my personal savior. I've asked him to
come into my heart and all
that stuff. I try not to be a
hypocrite and everything but
sometimes I just can't help it. I
do stuff I shouldn't.
So maybe you can understand why I'm confused about
the Ernie Pook cartoon
(8.2.90). What's the message to
me? That Christians can't be
human? Maybe I am not
reading it right. But I'm a
member of the community
and I don't understand. See
what I mean?

~ N~ONA"'J

Dan Noonan
South China, Maine
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Search Service
Tax & Insurance Appraisals
Siagle items or large collections wanted
BROWSERS AlWAYS WElCOME

101m to 5 :30 pm Mon"Slt.
Antiquarian BookIeIeIl Aaoclalion of America

1-800-228-1398
761·2150

538 Congr... st.

646-8785

Route I, Well.

The Big Deal
Free 2nd set of prints l!..lus
Free film every day of the week!
Pictures bring it home.
Two convenient locations:
30 Cit)' Celller. Portland • 772·7296
71 US Route I, Scarborough • 883-7363

BUSINESS CARDS ~. . . . . .
SERVICE DIRECTORY •.,.; ,:",.•..
>

,

RESIDENTIAL Asphalt
& Fiber~:lasslt~1
Shmgles
ROOFING & Roof Restoration
REM 0 DLING

"'~' ;.,"'~"'"

Hidden Image
Mythical, Imaginative, Fanciful
Mask..

Handcr't;'

~:::,;;:;::terior

Ann Levine

Fully Insured • Free Estimates. 774-5153

TIMESLIPS
COR P 0 RAT ION
CERTIFlf D CO\JSLI TANTS

Start using the
most popular time
and billing system
ever created.

21 t>\eo..Sa.nt St.
11 L{ -OOlb
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PROJECT CENSORED

Which restaurant
in the Old Port
will serve you a
first~rate dinner
in the peaceful
seclusion of a
garden patio?
None of them.

Come to our neighborhood.

Also serving Bcealcfasc.
Lunch and Sunday Brunch.

58 Pine Street 773-8223

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

1. Corporate thought control

Accidental
Discovery May
End Obesity
Washington - Obesity may be
controUed naturaUy with a new type
of pill, discovered hy accident, a
relearch

confirmed

Icienust

recently.
In atlldiel!li, scientist. noted an
unu8ual .ide effect. Pa tient.
recieving an ingredient in what ia

now heing called FS-l all lost
weight, while hody weight in control
groupe remained constant.

Scientist say the mechanism behind

the weight reduction is Dol clear,
but suggest it is partially due to a
decrease in the intestinal ab.orhtion
of
calorie-ricb
dietary
fats.
A1though scienti8ts for Borne time
have known of Bubstancea with the

capahility of producing this effect,
the dramatic impact on weight
reduction was not known uDtil

recently.
The director

of

research

and

development at National Dietary

Research,
an
organization
committed to tbe Inve.tigation and
research of nutritional lIolutions to

world wide health prohlem., .tated,
"The mechanism hy which FS-l
works to decrease body weight i.
actuaDy

a

more

sophisticated

complex

process

and

called

nlltri-honding. 'When chewed and

swaUowed
immediately
hefore
meah, FS-l releaoe. nutrient. with
low calorie contenll into the hody,
while
high-caloric
fat.
are
eliminated, thus providing optimum
Dutrition and a minimum number of

calories. "
Studies with FS-l indicate weight
10s8

result.

clearly

superior

to

product. currently availahle for the
treatment
of obesity.
In
a
comparative Itudy by NDR I whOle
research topics have been the
.ubject of articles/uhlished in
recent

medical

nutritional
journals, FS-l was found to be the
most effective treatment for obesity
and the mOBt acceptahle to patients.
The discovery comeR as welcome

an

news to thousand. of ohe.ity
sufferers waitin~ years for this type
of breakthrOUgh. According to a
8poke8person at NDR, "FS-l can he
made availahle to the public
immediately, bec.ause it i. not a drug
and

containll

only

natural

ingredient. recognized as safe, a
drug with essentialy the .ame weight
los. capabilities might take as long
as eight years to be available, due to
the fengthy delay. encountered in
the approval proce... FS-l i.
currently available on a limited

hasi.

throudt

phy.ician.

and

pharmaciel. A inltructioD .heet for
proper uee and optimum relulta is
provided with each hottle of 100

tablet •.
Food Source One i8 availahle in
chocolate, vanilla or strawberry.

Only $24.98
Food Source One i. availahle at:
Downeut Super Pbarmacy
568 Congress .treet
Portland, ME 11773-7016
The Freeport Pharmacy
7 Middle Street
Freeport, ME 11865-6324

-

Continued from front pGge
For the 12th year, Project Censored has selected ten important
stories that have been given little or no coverage by the mainstream press. Sonoma State University student researchers
reviewed and evaluated some 500 "censored" nominations from
throughout the country. The final nominations were then
reviews by a panel of 14 judges, which included academics,
policy specialists and working journaliSts.
Some of these topics - media control, the so-called "drug war"
and toxic waste dumping - will seem familiar to readers of
Casco Bay Weekly. Others - national and international stories
that are not part of CBW's mission - will not.
But all are worth knowing about. The top ten censored stories
of1989 are:

News media have given us some glimpses of the high-stakes
game of corporate mergers, but they have been almost silent
about the growth of the small number of international companies that now dominate their own industry. In an article in The
Nation, June 12, 1989, media scholar Ben Bagdikian describes the
power of five international giants, Time Warner, Inc.,
Bertelsmann AG, News Corporation Ltd. (Rupert Murdoch),
Hachette SA and Capital o ties/ ABC - together with a second
string of newspaper and television chains - to control the
information, ideas and entertainment that shape people's
consciousness.
Vertical monopolies multiply media power: If one firm owns
magazines, newspapers, movie studios and theaters, TV stations
and record companies, it can create hits or celebrities that
suddenly seem to be showing up everywhere. And media
monopolies extend beyond TV and movies to the traditionally
more sober areas of book publishing and even scholarly journals.
Bagdikian warns that the size and global audience of these
firms give them a stake in reducing communication to allpurpose, acceptable content. Book publishers, for example, are
steered toward "blockbuster" books with huge sales. Controversial publications that might not sell in some part of the world
market (Salmon Rushdie's "Satanic Verses," for example) are
seen as commercial failures. Corporate links to the industries
that make news - banking, for example, or tobacco companiesgive these media monopolies incentives to stifle dissenting
voices. At the same time, giant media firms have make-or-break
power over politicians and many of their programs.
Bagdikian warns that, as many countries move toward more
democracy and civil liberties, these international media monopolies pose a new threat to freedom of communication. He proposes an updated United Nations declaration on freedom of
information that would establish antitrust principles and assure
diversity and access in the media, to combat the "new mutation
of that familiar scourge of the free spirit, centrally controlled
information."

2. Dumping on Africa
As industrialized countries fill up their capacity for disposing
of toxic waste - or companies get tired of paying high prices for
toxic-waste disposal in the US. and Europe - some have
searched for populations so desperately poor they will accept
other countries' toxic wastes in exchange for badly needed cash.
They have found some takers, not surprisingly, in sub-Saharan
Africa, already suffering from poverty, drought and famine.
In the Nov. 8 issue of In These Times, Diana Johnstone
describes several instances of toxic-waste dumping on Africa,
including: a 1987 deal by the government of Guinea-Bissau to
accept toxic waste for $40 a ton; a private arrangement by an
individual in Nigeria to allow an international toxics-disposal
firm to dump PCBs in his backyard; an agreement by the government of Benin to take up to five million tons a year of toxic
waste for money to help pay its $700 million foreign debt.
European environmentalists persuaded the .European Parliament to condemn this practice and demand cancellation of toxicwaste contracts in May 1989. The Organization of African Unity
has also condemned it, fearing that African governments' need
for foreign exchange will push them to specialize in toxic-waste
disposal, a pattern one Congolese diplomat called "attempted
murder of African people." But the poverty and large expanses
of sparsely populated land in many sub-Saharan countries make
regulations against toxic-waste dumping hard to enforce.
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3. Hidden Holocaust
Last year, as us. news media celebrated the overthrow of
repressive Communist regimes, they all but ignored an ongoing,
massive campaign of almost unbelievable cruelty being waged
against the government and people of Mozambique by rightwing terrorists-with material and political support from private
individuals and groups in the United States and Europe. The
difference in coverage, observed the November/December 1989
Utne Reader, seems obviously related to the fact that "the
government of Mozambique is predominately black and socialist
and its chief enemy is the white-ruled anti-<ommunist regime in
South Africa."
South Africa initially armed and supported the Mozambique
National Resistance, whose methods include, not only extensive
economic sabotage like blowing up bridges and burning villages--<:ausing widespread famine in this poorest country in the
world-but also cruelty aimed at terrorizing people. Its special
targets are children, who are forced to watch the torture and
murder of family members, drafted into the army at ages as
young as eight, forced to kill other children and villagers, raped
and mutilated and separated by the tens of thousands from
families and native villages. Three of every five Mozambican
children dies before age five.
Senator Jesse Helms, who calls RENAMO "freedom fighters,"
television evangelist Pat Robertson and the Washington-based
Heritage Foundation are among the U.S. citizens and groups
giving political or financial support to RENAMO.
Roy Stacy, U.S. State Department deputy assistant secretary
for African affairs is quoted in the Utne Reader article calling the
RENAMO campaign "one of the most brutal holocausts against
ordinary human beings since World War 11." The United Nations and the World Bank have both recently issued reports on
the war in Mozambique. But a March 2, 1990 report on ABC's
20/20 and a few stories on National Public Radio have been
almost the only U.s. mainstream press coverage of RENAMO's
devastation of Mozambique.

4. Losing the drug war
Does the u.s. really want to win the war on drugs? That was
the question the news media should have raised when Richard
Gregorie, one of the country's top narcotics prosecutors in
Miami, quit his job. Gregorie had aggressively pursued big-time
cocaine bosses and drug-corrupted officials in and out of the
United States.
But as he began going up the drug-business chain of command, he targeted foreign officials friendly with the U.S. government, and the State Department started interfering with his
investigations, telling him to stay away from certain sensitive
areas. Gregorie's operations were subsequently stopped at the
request of the State Department and he quit in protest.
One story on the Feb. 22, 1989 NBC Nightly News, by Brian
Ross, Ira Silverman and Garrick Utley, and a brief New York
Times news story in December 1989 reported on Gregorie's
claims of interference by the State Department, but in other
media the story was suppressed. An editor at the New York
Times MagaZine assigned a freelance writer to profile Gregorie,
but a senior editor later killed the article.

5. History repeats Itself
Continuing a pattern that the U.s. government seems determined to repeat again and again, the Bush administration has
strengthened ties with the Guatemalan military at the same time
that its human rights violations are rising sharply.
According to a 1989 review by Human Rights Watch, current
U.S. Army involvement in Guatemala includes the training of
Guatemalan paratroopers by Green Berets and $90 million of
"nonlethal" military aid. Guatemala ranked 10th out of 90
countries in the amount of U.S. economic assistance received.
The Guatemalan news agency, CERIGUA, has reported
incidents of U.S. military participation in counterinsurgency
operations and the Guatemala Human Rights Commission in the
U.S. has issued a detailed statement of the kidnapping and
torture of Sister Diana Ortiz, an American citizen working as a
teacher in Guatemala. These incidents have been reported
mainly in newsletters devoted to disseminating information
about Guatemala and have generated little attention in the
mainstream U.s. media.

6. What radioactivity?
Faced with the difficulty of disposing of ever-increasing
amounts of radioactive waste, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the Environmental Protection Agency and the nuclear
industry are developing a plan to define away part of the
problem.
They propose to re-Iabel as much as one-third of the material
now considered '10w-level" radioactive waste as "below regulatory concern." The waste material could then be dumped into
ordinary landfills or recycled into consumer products.
This scheme, reported by Diane D' Arrigo in the April/June
1989 issue of The Workbook, a publication of the Southwest
Research and Information Center in Albuquerque, would make
disposal of the waste easier and cheaper, since it would not be
subject to the regulations and extra fees required for the disposal
of radioactive waste.
But the material would remain radioactive for hundreds of
years, posing a continuing health threat to any nearby living
things - the NRC, the article charges, consistently underestimates the health threat posed by low-level radioactive material.
The downgrading of some radioactive materials to "BRC"
status would make it easier to deal with the expected increase in
the amount of nuclear waste, resulting from the cleanup of
contaminated weapons plants and the planned "decommissioning" of older nuclear power plants.
The Workbook cites an NRC advisor, Dr. Martin Steindler,
pointing out that greatest danger of recla.ssification is t~t ~RC is
forever: If the material is dumped as ordinary, not radioactive,
waste, there will be no record of where it is. Fires, leaks into
groundwater and other events could increase the health risks
posed by nuclear wastes buried in some landfill somewherebut no one would know it was there. The reclassification would
also take away state and local rights to keep the radioactive
waste out of their territory.
The NRC is expected to decide on whether to implement this
plan sometime this year.

7. Ollie North 61 Co.
Although the Kerry Commission's findings on the U.S.Contra drug-trafficking link caused little outrage in the US.
Congress, a Costa Rican congressional committee concluded that
the contra-resupply network, operating in Costa Rica and
coordinated by North from the White House, doubled as a drug
smuggling operation. That finding prompted President Oscar
Arias Sanchez to bar North and his gang - Poindexter, Secord,
Joseph Fernandez and former U.s. Ambassador to Costa Rica,
Lewis Tambs - from ever again setting foot in Costa Rica.
The Associated Press reported this action in a lengthy press
wire (7/22/90), but according to Extra (the Fairness and Accuracy In Reporting newsletter), the New York Times and all three
national networks - perhaps following Congress's example of
complacency - failed to carry the story.

8. CBSIWSJ cover-up
Mary Williams Walsh, a respected journalist covering the
Afghan war for the Wall Street Journal, came face to face with
media self-censorship when she wrote a story reporting that CBS
News was broadcasting biased coverage of the Afghanistan war.
In a well-documented article submitted to her editors at the
Journal, Walsh presented evidence that the CBS reporterproducer based in Peshawar was not an objective journalist, but
a mujahideen partisan who favored one guerrilla commander
and in effect "served as his publicist." She also reported that the
CBS correspondent tried to set up an arms deal between the
guerrilla leader
and a New Jersey arms manufacturer.
Walsh went on to show that the correspondent influenced
other journalists' reporting of the war by feeding them
disinformation. In a May 1990 interview with The Progressive,
Walsh tells of secret meetings between editors at the Wall Street
Journal and, Walsh believes, communications with CBS News
which finally led to the Journal's decision to kill the story and
her own decision to resign from the paper. The Columbia
Journalism Review offered to publish her story and Walsh
accepted. But the article that finally appeared, according to
Walsh, changed the central point of her story: ''That CBS News
failed to provide truthful and comprehensive coverage of the
Afghan war."

It costs a lot - as much as $1.000 a drum - to get rid of toxic
waste like PCBs and solvents legally. So someone could make
some money by taking these toxi~ off the hands of companies
that need to get rid of them and hiding them someplace they
weren't supposed to be - like your gas tank. In the July/August
issue of Common Cause magazine, Andrew Porterfield revealed
the otherwise unreported story that federal investigators had
found an oil transport company in Buffalo, N.Y. operating just
such a scheme. Among other, similar cases, they found at least
five million gallons of hazardous waste solvents in gasoline sold
in Texas ('1t was clogging up a lot of carburetors") and toxic
wastes mixed with oil sold to refineries in Oklahoma.
In New York in 1983, investigators found apartment houses,
schools and hospitals that had unknowingly bought heating oil
contaminated with toxic waste, which produces toxic fumes like
dioxin when burned.
A bill currently in Congress would tighten federal policing of
waste disposal in order to try to stop this practice.
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Picture Yourself:

Image & Relaxation Center

854-1365

Call for a free brochure

12 Westbrook Corrmon
Westbrook, ME 04092
Gift certificates
available.

10. Big bad bird business
If you're eating more poultry now because you figure it's
healthier than red meat, think again. More and more sick chicks
are showing up in supermarkets these days, contaminated with
salmonella bacteria (in a quarter to more than half the chicken
sold, according to various estimates) as a result of speedup in the
chicken factories and simultaneous easing up of federal inspection (another gift to you from the Reagan administration).
In the Summer 1989 issue of Southern Exposure magazine,
Bob Hall and Tom Devine put together the big bird picture that
hasn't been shown elsewhere in the media. A huge growth in
demand for chicken has spurred the development of Perdue,
Holly Farms, Tyson and other giant chicken companies, which
tum out chickens faster and faster by speeding up, not only the
birds' life cycle, but also the factory production process, almost
doubling the number of birds each worker processes each
minute.The increase in contaminated chicken, and a resulting
national epidemic of food poisoning, are cause first by that
processing speed. Formerly, for example, chickens contaminated
by feces or factory dirt were discarded - now they are washed
together with all the other chickens, thus spreading the contamination through the washing liquid that has become known in the
industry as "fecal soup."
But where are the government inspectors to blow the whistle?
In the last ten years the U.S. Department of Agriculture has
reduced their numbers, issued new, relaxed inspection guidelines, reprimanded inspectors who report health problems and
suppressed written reports of contaminated meat illegally
approved. Now the department is even replacing inspectors
with chicken company employees it authorizes to issue the
USDA stamp of approval- not surprisingly, companies have
fired some who took their job too seriously.
This new chicken business has produced, not only sick
chickens, but also sick and injured workers - the industry's rate
of illness and injury is one of the highest in the country. Southern Exposure reports that a 1987 expose on 60 Minutes sparked
some national coverage, but since then the issue has not been
followed. Meanwhile the USDA is asking for further reductions
in inspections and increases in the speed of the chicken line.
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*************
AIR & AUTO SHOW '90
*************
Sunday August 19, 1990
(Rain Date Sept. 16)
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SANFORD AIRPORT
Rt. 109, Sanrord, Maine
Aerobatic Demonstrations
Starts at 1 p.m.
Skydiving
Begins at 10 a.m.

Auto Show
AllDay
Model Airplane Contest
All Day
Donation: $6.00 Adults
$3.00 Children 12 & Under
5 & Under No Charge
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streets, tonight at 7:30. Haning
unforeseen accidents and the
ever-present threat of piracy,
the boat will return to the ferry
landing at 10:30 p.m. Tickets
are $10 in advance, 512 on the
day of the cruise. For more
information, call 774-7871.

SUbmIssions for Entertainment Weekly sectIons must be
received In writing on the Thunday prior to publkatlon.
Send your Calendar and ListIngs Information to:
Listings Editor, Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark Street,
Portland, ME 04102.
The Casco Bay Weekly Calendar: 10 days and more ways
to be Informed, get Involved and stay amused.

• Very scary music: Big noise _ • Medicine music: Are you
edge rock in your home town
depressed? Does this nasty old
tonight! Arf Arf recording
world get to you sometimes?
artists Pluck Theater, GingerThe Bellamy Jazz Band will
bread Men and Siamese
miraculously appear to the
disheartened and downtrodTriplets bring the sound of
things falling together to
den of Portland in Monument
Zootz, 31 Forest
Square today at 12-1:30 p.m.
Avenue, tonight at
8:30. Come hear
what all the barking
is about. For more
information, call
773-8187.
• Really scary
stories: Storyteller
Susan Dries tells
haunting ghost
stories and chilling
folk tales 7 pm at
the Portland
Observatory,
MunjoyHiU,
Portland. Cost is $3
for adults, $1 for
kids. Poltergeists
admitted free.
Reservations are
encouraged. For
more information,
call 774-5561
• Really cheap
stories: Dyer
Princess pIrates on
Library kicks off its
See
Aug. 22.
annual three-day
book sale tonight at
6-9 pm. Hundreds
of fiction and nonfiction books will be on sale in
Let the area's best dixieland do
the Deering Wing of Dyer
for you what needs to be done.
Library, 371 Main St., Saco. For
Free and open to the public.
more information, call 282For more information, call 7723031.
6828.
• Folks afloat: Folk group
Devonsquare sails on the
Casco Bay Lines Concert
Cruise. The boat leaves Casco
Bay Lines Ferry Terminal,
Commercial and Franklin

• Women on wheels: Maine
Women Outdoors is heading
out into the great concrete
wilderness to see the sights
and do brunch. Interested?
Roll down to the IGA store, Rt.
177, Cape Elizabeth by 8 a.m.
After a leisurely 20 mile ride,
you will stop at a cafe for
brunch and a breather. Don't
forget to wear your helmet!

• Big hair, large band: Come
see the coiffure that changed
country music. Lyle Lovett &:
His Large Band will fill the
Portland City
Hall Auditorium with a
refreshing blend
of big (hence,
'1arge") band
jazz and modem (hence,
"new") country
music tonight
at 8 p.m. Tickets
are $15, available at the
PPACbox
office, Amadeus
Music, Gallery
Music and
Cumberland
Electronics. For
more information, call 7740465.
• Old boats,
ancient schooners: Hey
parade.
Mister! Does
that thing still
float? You'd
better believe it.
The Maine
Maritime Museum presents an
Antique Boat Regatta and
Exhibition, two days of
waterfront activities featuring
boats built before 1950 at the
Maine Maritime Museum, 243
Washington St., Bath. Museum
opens at 9:30 a.m. Got a fine
old boat? Sail it over. Entry fee
for exhibit is $45.For more
information, call 443-1316.

the idea. Participants should
dress in home-made, boatrelated costumes or should
carry or ride something with a
boat motif. Participants should
gather in front of the Museum
in Congress Square at 11:45
a.m. Participants and accompanying adults are invited to
view the "Boat Show: Fantastic
vessels, Fictional Voyages" for
free up to 1 pm. For more
information, call ~148.
• Lessons for the lost: Don't
know where the heck you are?
Come to the Navigation By
Stars Workshop to learn
celestial navigation from
Gregory Walsh and Cameron
Bright of Ocean Navigator
magazine. The workshop starts
tonight at 7 p.m. at the Maine
Maritime Museum, 243
Washington St., Bath. (If you
can find it). Cost is $10, $5 for
museum members. For more
information, call 443-1316.
• Quaint vistas: Randall
Bennett, historian and author
of "In The Shadow of the
White Mountains" leads a a
tour of many of Oxford
County's villages, including
Fryeberg, Waterford Flat and
Bethel from 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Meet at Shop N' Save Plaza,
Baxter Boulevard, Portland.
The Greater Portland Landmarks Tour is $35 per person.
For more information on
Landmarks Summer Tour
Program, call 774-5561.

• New kites,
great heights:
Hey Lady! Does
that thing fly?
Like a bird, kid.
The Pine Tree
Society for
Handicapped
Children
presents the
Greater Portland Kite
Festival.
Demonstrations
of kite flight,
giant bubbles,
prizes for
funniest ki tes,
best decorated
kites etc. 11 am3 pm at Fort
Williams Park,
Cape Elizabeth.
Proceeds
benefit Pine
Tree Society for
Handicapped
Children. For
more information, call the
Pine Tree
Society at 7749280.

• The way we
was: Joel

Eastman,
professor of
history at USM, coordinates
the World War D reminiscences of residents from
Cousins, Little John and other
islands 7:30 pm at the Cousins
Island Community House. The
program is offered by the
Yarmouth Historical Society
and the Cousins And Little
John Improvement Association. Free and open to the
public. For more information,
call 846-f>259.
• Sign that kid up: So you
want to be a rock'n roll star?
You've practiced and practiced
till you're pretty sure your dog
likes your singing and maybe
your goldfish and you want to
know if you can cut it in the
big time? Bring your act down
to Raoul's Roadside Attraction
tonight around 8 p.m. The
microphone will be open and
so will the ears of Portland's
most discerning audience.
Come out of the cupboards, ye
boys and girls!

• Monkey mandate: It's an
election year, and of course
you owe it to yourself to get
out and see the candidates. See
them all in Tommy's Park - set
to music, no less - when the
Hurdy, Gurdy, Monkey and
Me perform free of charge
today from 12 to 1:30 p.m. Part
of Intown Portland Exchange's
Noontime Performance Series.
Free music, live monkey,
democratic traditions. We live
in a great country. For more
information, call m-6828.
• Krackerjack Kipling: The
Krackerjack Theater Co., a
nationally-known touring
children's theater company,
performs three tales from
Kiplings Just So Stories 7 pm
at the Winslow Homer Center
for the Arts, Scarborough High
School. Tickets are $1 for
children, $2 for adults. For
more information, call 8834723.

• Pop opera: The Popular
Opera of Pittsfield (POoP)
presents Gilbert and Sullivan's
"The Mikado" tonight at the
Camden Opera House, Rte. 1
in Camden. The POOP (which,
according to their press
release, rhymes with '1oop")
features principal performers
from the New York Gilbert
and Sullivan Players and a full
17-piece orchestra. Stephen
Quint is POoP's artistic
director and "willingly accepts
the blame." It's about time
somebody did. For more
information, call 487-5221.

• Pirates on parade: The
Portland Museum of Art
presents the Pirates and
Princesses Boat Parade (or is it
Pirates and Princes?). Children
of all ages will dress up as
pirates, princes, princesses,
dinghies, schooners, lighthouses, seagulls, lobsters,
clams, sewage pipes - you get

Records, Tapes, CD's and other Bad Habits
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9~~WlTH 2 UVE BANDS

C01nt
CAFE
175 Pickett St.
South Portland

767-4627

• Sing swipe: Hey, folkies!
Need to beef up your repertoire a bit? Come to the River
Tree Arts Folk Club Song
, Swap at 7:30 pm,
Kennebunkport Community
House, Kennebunkport. Sing
your song, play your piece or
just sit and listen. Donation of
$2 requested. For more information, call 985-4343.
• Rock me on the water: The
mighty Charlie Brown Organization headlines tonight's
Casco Bay Lines Concert
Cruise. The boat leaves the
ferry terminal, Commercial
and Franklin streets, at 8 p.m.
and returns at 11:30 p.m.
Tickets are $10 in advance, $12
on the day of the cruise. For
more information, call 7747891.
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Muszynski (percussion) and
Sheila Bellefleur (dance) offer a
workshop on Samba percussion and dance from 7-9 p.m.
For more information and
tickets, call 871-1013 .

Let your feet feel the Brazil
beat. See Aug. 25.

What are these funny lookIng people afraId of? See
Aug. 21.

• Herbal confab: Just how
does one separate the weeds
from the herbs? Come to the
Crystal Spring Farm, Hollis
Rd. off Rt. 5 in Biddeford, for
Wildcrafting: Drying and
Storing The Wild and Garden
Things: Learn to identify the
proper parts of herbs to be
harvested and how to dry and
store them. Mini-seminar runs
from 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Cost is $35.
For more information, call 499-

What's all the
barking about?
See Aug. 16.

7040.
• Where's what in the Old
Port: Trusty guide Richard
Bowman will lead you on a
walking tour of the Old Port.
He11 give you a brief history of

.

:", . ;:;. :': . .!

Thurs. Aug. 16

nSpring

• La musica mas bonita: Los
Latinos bring so-hot, so-cool
Latin jazz to the Canal Plaza
today at 12-1:30 p.m. Canal
Plaza as a part of Intown
Portland Exchange's Noontime
Performance Series. Free and
open to the public. For more
information, call 772-6828.
• What's up, doc? Maine
Audubon's Scarborough
Marsh Center presents The
Summer Night Sky tonight
from 8-9:30 p.m. View planets,
stars, the moon through a
telescope or two. Participants
are invited to bring their own
telescopes or binoculars to this
event. Cost is $3 for Audubon
members, $4 for non-members.
(Rain/ fog date: Aug. 28). For
more information, call 8835100.
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AINE STATE
USIC THEATRE

the befit f{OI'S Oil

Located on Beautiful

Bowdoin College Campuo
Brunowlck. Maine

GROUND ZERO
&

No Real Neighbors

Hard-core c:ounIJy rMets
big·band jau.
Sunday,
August 19,
8:00 PM

Fri. & Sat. Aug. 17-18

~~
h~/ _ EVERY
,~~
TUESDAY

OPEN .JAM with PETE GLEASON. 8:00

Head east on Broadway, take the last right on to Pickett.
Plenty of trouble free parking!

COlD SOUPS • FRUIT SALIDS

: I DO! I DO!
•

August 14·August 26

·Wed.8I15

Bill Street
wI vocalist lanet Reeves
K. Barry Saundel"ll
quartet
.Fri. 8/17 & 8/18

ICE CREAM • FROZEN YOGURT
Offering Breakfast & Luncb
Mon.-Fri. 7am-4pm
591 Congress St. • 772-0702

10 Exchange St. • Lower Level • Old Port

Steve Blum Trio
20 danforth st. • 772-8114

:
•

•

THE fRESHEST MUS CNTOWN
THURSDAY, AUGUST 16
ARF RECORDS Release party wilh

Siamese Triplets
Gingerbreadmen

8,30p.m. $5 cover
.Tbllr•. 8116

SUMMER SANDWIOIES

~'2!!l!.:2!!.:~~M~us~eu~m~~

in portland
geat music • grMt gt.C

Pluck
The •• - Sal. 8.00 p.m.
Wed., Fri., Sun. 2.00 p.m.

725-8769

••••••••••••••

SATURDAY, AUGUST 25

ZOOTZ

THIRD ANNIVERSARY

BASH

SILVER
SCREEN

:::

the
CASCO
CUPBOARD

Cmttillued from 10-d1ly CALENDAR

9 fj' den Road, South Portland

f

Ne"r the Maine Mall
ac QSs tram UPS •

77S-431Z

~:~cfotdtUooa~. ~ 1Ia~

AJI ~ Mel Gibson and Robert
Downey, Jr. play two cute boys who fly

~.'

-"

NEW & USED RECORDS, TAPES & CDs
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Two Jakes too many
When I heard about the sequel to "Chinatown,"
ever go see it.

r
f:

I swore I'd never,

If sequels to trashy movies are worthless, sequels to classics are
obscene. It's an insult only Hollywood could muster. Just imagine the
outrage at the playwright with the gumption to write "Othello II" Or
the novelist who would attempt "War and Peace: Another Generation
Later" - as if Shakespeare and Tolstoy didn't know when a story was
finished .

Dressed

Roman Polanski deserves the same respect. If the project had
bombed in L.A. I would have been happy.

to

I knew "The Two Jakes" would be awful, but when the movie
opened at the Maine Mall I got in line to buy a ticket. There's always an
outside chance .• • I saw "Die Harder" when I knew "Die Hard" had
been only marginally entertaining.
Remember the end of "Chinatown"? Evelyn Mulray is shot while
trying to leave L.A. as Jake Gittes looks on. Noah Cross reappears to
comfort the hysterical Katherine, taking her from the car to some

Grill

unknown
souls.

Forget it. As soon as Katherine Mulray's name is whispered during

Try our delicious August Specials
featuring

Oven Poached Sole Filet 812.95
with Chwnpogne Sauce and OylIters

Grilled Yellowfin Tuna 813.95
with

future. The unsettling hOTTOr created ripples in people's

a Thyme· Lemon Butter

Portland's Casual
but Elegant
DinlngSpot

774-4200
31 MARKET STREET
PORTLAND
In the Portland Regency

the investigation that frames "The Two Jakes/ it's known that Jake
promised to take care of Katherine after the shooting. Noah must have
died of old age.

After destroying a masterpiece, ''The Two Jakes" is just plain
boring. There's little story, no more dark secrets. All that remains is the
question of Katherine's whereabouts and her involvement in the
intrigues of ''The Two Jakes." (It seems Jake hasn't been a good
guardian; he's promised to look out for Katherine, but he's doesn't care
enough to know where she's been for the last 10 years). There are
enough clues to figure out what's going on before the movie is half
over. The only surprise in the plot seems completely gratuitous.
That's not to say the movie's all bad. Certain details recapture the
audience' s attention every 15 minutes Or so: Meg Tilly and the actress
who plays Jake' s secretary wear great clothes; Jake' s offices are an
architect's dream; Nicholsen, who directed the movie, intelligently
copies some of Polanski's copies of film noir camera shots; and
Nicholsen's clothes aren't too bad either.
All these fine dressings shroud the lame story, which for some
unknown reason take more than two hours to unfold . It's not worth it.
Stay home and watch Polanski movies on the VCR.
AIIII

Sitomer

planes 0\IIIr some undetermined location
in Southeast Asia.
AllIChlNlphobi. begins in the lush, deep
canyons of Venezuela, where a biologist
played by Julian Sands is collecting
new species of insects and arachnids.
Here he finds a new spider, which
manages to find its way back to a quiet
Calffomia town, a place too quaint and
too quiet to be real. The movie doesn't
start with an explosillll confrontation
where the hugeness of whars on the
screen needs to be maintained until the
end attheexpense of all pretense of plot
and suspense. Instead, the director
(Frank Marshall) saves all the special
special effects for the end. He throws in
a few old-fashioned reversals in the
plot. and allows the suspense to build.
And there's no need to call in the Marines
to fight these killer spiders.
DIck Tr.cy Warren Beatty made the
movie, and stars as the square-jawed
cartoon cop but his buddies steal the
show: Madonna steams up the saeen
as "Breathless," AI Pacino steals the
show as crime boss "Big Boy Caprice,·
and Dustin Hoffman's cameo
appearance as "Mumbles· is so good I
almost forgave him for "Ishtar." But just
as I lid, Beatty retumedwith his side-ofbeef acting and I came to my senses. A
few good clues here, but the case stinks.
Th. Exorcist III: Legion GeorgeS. Scott
stars in William Peter Blatty's third
installment of his devil series. This one
examines the mysterious deaths of
several priests. Sick sacks are in the
lobby.
DleHllnt II Bruce WiNis retums with more
stunt men. I couldn 't help remembering
What movies used to be like throughout
this one. Thars how bad it is. An
intriguing espionage plot orchestrated
by right-wing fanatica is completely
ignored for the sake of gun fights.
explosions and Willis' failure to deliver

Mo' Better 81_ Spike Lee has got the
blues. Denzel W_ashington portrays a

jazz wmpeter with aome dues to pay.
Th. M ....c THChor A tum-of-thecentury openi star, DaNyrac, retires to
open a scnool with one student: the
lovely Sophie. Fine period piece with a
powerful visual cnw.
Mystery Tr.ln Jim Jarmusch's third
fealln film, trawls to Memphis, Tenn.
Irs about Elvis Preslay - sort 01. Butirs
moreabouthalf-real. haI!-fantasticplace.
~me and people thai coexist with his
legend. "Mystery Train· is composed of
three vignettes bui~ around three sets
of tourists: An Italian widow, a young
Japanese couple and a suicidal
Englishman. Thay converge on a seedy
hotel in a desolate section of town and,
as the saying goes, discover America.
...." ..... Chat1ie Sheen and Michael
Biehn star. as two Navy boys, assigned
to a special combat unit to destroy
missiles that have faMen into the hands
of Middle Eastern terrorists. Holywood
has found new scapegoats.
PnHrned In..-nt Harrison Ford is
the attraction in the screen adaptation
of the best-seller nolllli by Scott Turow.
Ford plays a prosecuting attorney
assigned to investigate the murder of a
colleague he was having an affair with.
This courtroom cnma is a welcome
relief from summer nuff and not knowing
whodunit added 10 the movie·s intrigue.
In hindsight I suspect that several clues
werebutchefedfromthenowl, because
the movie's clues seemed a bit off. The
movie alsostal$ GnlttaScacchi. Bonnie
Bedeia, Brian Dennehy and Raul Julia.
Probl.", Child John Ritter stars in this
comedy about a suburban couple who
adopts a child who tums out to be more
than they bargained for. Ritter should
hallll remained trapped in a sitcom.
TMing c. .. of aualn_ Jim Belushi
and Charles Grodin star in this comedy
01 mistaken - actually stolen -identities.
The Two Jell. . They won't let Polanski
bac:kin the country. but Jack Nichelsen
decided to do it alone. Thi s is the longawailed ~ to Polanski's dassic
"Chinatown." Harvey Keitel, Ruben
Blades and a cast of thousands star.
Young Qu ... 11 Kieffer Sutherland, et aI .
return in the cowboy sequel about Billy
The Kid's exploits.
WIld At ....rt Forget the innocent
teenage girt Laura Oem used to be .
David Lynch·s latest feature stars Oem
and Nicholas Cage as a young couple
on the run in the south . This movie
should keep "Twin Peaks· fans happy
until the new season.

one-~ners .

Fletllnen Medical students cross the
line between life and death in this movie
starring Kiefer Sutherland, Ju~a Roberts
and Kevin Bacon.
Ohoat Patrick "Dirty Dancing· Swayze
playa a dead broker who was murdered
and tries 10 contact his wife through a
phony psychic (Whoop Goldberg).
Jungle Book The animated version of
Rudyard Kipling's tales of a boy
abandoned in the jungles of India.
Leby.'h.1II of '"-Ion Almovadar made
this sex farce beIont making Women on
the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown .
Sexi is a nymphomaniac, Riza is a
bisexual heir to a lost Arab fortune,
Afmovadaris a man who makes painfully
real, funny, tight movies. This is definitely
one 01 those.
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WHAT'S
WHERE:
Nickelodeon

LIVE MUSIC THIS WEfKEND
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::=~a~

Aug. 17-18

~~O 1< till
.m E Nt

--------------.~~
UPCOMING' , '
• The Walkei'll &

LaBeef.

Temple and Middle, Portland
772-9751
The F......lNln (PG)
1:20,3 :55, 7:15, 9 :35 (through Aug 17)
7 :20, 9:45 (from Aug 22)
The Jungle Book (G)
1 :30, 3 :15 (through Aug 17)
Pretty WorMn (R)
7:25, 9 :50, (through Aug 17)
7 :30, 9 :45 (from Aug 22)
. Younll Qu... II (PG)
1:05. 3:35, 7:30, 9 :45 (through Aug 17)
1:15, 3 :40, 7:25 (from Aug 22)
AJr~(R)

1,3:40,7:10, 9:40

FJ.ulneno (R)
I, 4, 7, 9:30 (through Aug 17)
12:50. 3:30, 7:05, 9:35 (from Aug 22)
Mo' Batt... BI.... (R)
1:15,4:10, 7:05, 10 (through Aug 17)
9 :50 9 (from Aug 22)

Wild .. Hurt (R)
1:10, 3 :50, 7, 9 :30
Exordat III (R)
1:05, 3:45, 7:15,9:25 (opens Aug 22)
Jungle Book (G)
1 :15, 3:15,5 (through Aug 17)

Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, So. Portland
774-1022
DIe Hard II (R)
1 :30. 4 ;30, 7;15, 9 ;55 (through Aug 16)
7 :15, 9:55 (from Aug 17)
The Two .Jak. . (R)
1, 4, 7, 9 :50
Duck T .... (G)
1, 3, 5
QhHt(pG)
1 :30. 4 :15, 7, 9:50
P,..urned Innocent (R)
1 :30, 4:15, 7. 9 :45
ProblMII Child (PG)
1, 3 :05,5:05,7:05, 9 :10
TMing C.re of ausl_ (R)
12:45, 2:50, 5, 7:30, 9:45 (opens Aug
22)
My Blue ...."en (PG)
12:45, 3:05,5:15, 7:35,10 (opens Aug

22)

Prlde'~

Comer

Drillllin

Route 302
Westbrook
Aug 16
0.,. of Thunder (R)
8 :10
Another 48 Hour. (R)
10:05
Aug 17-23
AI_plio" (PG)
8:10
...." . . .I.(R)
10:05

Evening Star
All times through Aug 16
Tontine Mall, Brunswick
729-5486
Th. FreahlNln (PG)
7, 9:05

The Movies
10 Exchange Street, Portland
772-9600
MystoryTreln
Aug 15-18
Wed-Fri at 7, 9 :15;
Sat-Sun at I , 7
LAbyrinth of P ....on
Sat-Sun at 3:15,9:15
Man-Tues at 7, 9:15
The Music TNchor
Wed-Sat at 7, 9
Sat-Sun at 1

'*>ny.nd the Woodmen (rock) Moose
Alley, 46 MariletSt, Portfand. 774-5246.
Wlnll .nd • Pr.yer (classic rock)
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle 51. , Portland.
773-3501 .
P.nIcStetlon(rock)OId Port Tavern, 11
MouHon St., Portl.nd.
K. Berry 8eunelen Qu.rtot ijazz) Cafe
No, 20 Danforth 51., Portland. 772-8114 .
DAB (acoustic) Amigo·s, 9 Dana 51. ,
Portland. n2~n2 .
Qround Zero end No ANI NeIghbors
(rock) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett
St , S . Portland. 767-4627.
IpIrtt. .ttheMenor, 700MainSt,South
Portland. 77«151 .

...... Vega wtth The Aqu. VohI.
(rock) Gena's, 13 Brown St, Portland.

m -7891 .

FRIDAY 8.17
Buddy HIIcMtt (comedy) Club Casino,

Brediee·s Plaza, near Exit 8
854-9116
All times through Thursday;
call ahead for Friday·s changes
Young Qun. II (PG)
1,3, 7, 9
Fllltlinen (R)
1:15,3:15,7:15.9:15
The JUligle Book (G)
1.3, 7
...." ..... (R)
9 only

Hampton Beach, N.H. Tickets are
$22.50. For more information, caM 603926-4300.
John Qorb .nd Bill Morrl. . .y
(acoustic) Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave.,
Portland. 773-0886.
,*>ny.ndtheWood_(rock)Moose
AI1ey,46 MartIe! St, Portfand. n 4-5246.
2 SaInts wtth Boo", 8h. .1uI (rock)
Geno·s, 13 Brown St.• Portland. 7727891 .
Hor ••f ••th.r., 193 Middle 51. ,
Portland. n3-3501 .
Brokon M.n (rock) Dry Dock, 84
Commercial 51., Portland. n4-355O.
P.nlcStetion (rock) Old Port Tallllm, 11
Moulton St., Portland.

All AInMIce (R)

THURSDAY 8.18

Tr. .t Her Rlllht (new punk blues)
Raoul"s, 865 ForestA l1li., Portland. 773-

8 u _ Org.n Concert ...... 8116
(classical) Thomas Murray performs
works by l.emare at 8 pm, Portland City
Hall Auditorium. Sponsored by The
Friends of the Kotzschmar Organ and
the City of Portland. Free and open to
the public. For more information, call
767-3297 or 761-1915.
Ch.ndl.r'. B.nd Conc.rt 8/16
(concert band music) 6:30 pm at the
Gazebo in FortAllenpark. Eastern Prom,
Portland. Free and open to the public.
874-8793.
Portl.nd Br... Qulnt.t 8/16
(classical) 7:30 pm at the Round Top
Center for The Arts , Route One.
Damariscotta. Acmssion is$8far adults,
$4 for children younger than 12. For
more information, call 563-1507.
Norrnend Q.gnon (traditional FrenchCanadian accordion music) 6 pm on the
terrace of Olin Arts Center, Bates
College, Lewiston. Free and open to the
public. For more information , call 786-

6886.
The Whig. (rock) Geno·s, 13 Brown St.,
Portland. n2-7891 .
'*>nyend theWoodrnon (rock) Moose
AIIey,46Marke1St, Portfand. n4-5246.
P.nIc8tatlon(rock)OIdPortTavem,11
Moulton St, Portland. n4-{)444.
Brok.n M.n (rock) Dry Dock, 84
Commercial 51. , Portland. 774-3550.
Stophen BIu", Group ijazz) Cafe No,
20 Danforth St:, Portland. 772-8114.
Scott 0ekIer (comedy) Little Willie·s, 36
Mari<.et St., Portland. 773-4500.
staid Cleaves (acoustic) Amigo·s, 9 Dana
St. , Portland. n2~772.
No ANI NeIghbor. (rock) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 Pickett 51., S. Portland. 7674627.
Spirit. lit the Manor, 700 Main St.,
South Portland. 774-8151 .
Club Cnlno, Hampton Beach , N.H.
Tickets are $17.50. For more
information, call 603-926-4300.

SUNDAY 8.19
P.,. Lov_ MIImbo 8119 (Carribean)
Raoul's,865 ForestAve., Portland. n3-

6886.
Devtd Pope (classical guitar) lOam- 3
pm. cafe no, 20 Danforth St. , Portland.
772-8114.
Qrttty McDuff., 396 Fore 51., Portland.
772-2739.
Acoustic Blu. . J.", (blues) 7 pm,
Unde Biny's, 60 Ocean St . S. Portland.
767-7119.
Horaefoethera, 193 MidclieSt., Portland.
773-3501.
St."""" Aodnoy (acoustic) Amigo's, 9
Dana St., Portland. n2·0772.
Zoen.'. Ab.enco (rock) Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-

6330.
N_ England Plano Quartetto 8116
(classical) Musicforstringsand piano at
8 pm, City Theater, Biddeford. Tickets
are $8 in advance, $10 at the door. For
more information, call 282-0849.
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antiques • collectables • prints • framing

__ AKI'IFACI'S
602 CONGRESS ST., PORTlAND, ME (207)-828-0028

"Everything we ate was so delicious ... ecstasy!"
Taste and Tell
Maine Sunday Telegram, 2/25/90

***1/2

Black Tie"
..

£O:~ii g'e1t..~rlW Specials
M-F I f..4
87 0 Broadway " S. Po rtla nd

~~f

~
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•

799-7119

August is Blueberry Season in Maine
Take home a bit of Maine's Summer

wilbour
Blueberry Jam'" Blueberry Honey ... Blueberry Muffin Mix
Honey Sweetened Blueberry Syrup'" Blueberry Popcorn

~fuebevtitJ.fe,~

422 Fore Street, Old Port I&. 761-5690 1&.10-9 Mon.-Sat., 12-6 Sundays

FRIDAY 8.17
BoII.my .Jazz Bend 8117 (jazz) 12-1 :30
pm, Monument Square, Portland. Part
of Intown Portland Exchange·s
Noontime Performance Series. Free and
open to the public. For more information .

c" 772-6828.

l)evonaquare (acous~clfolk) Casco Bay
Lines Concert Cruise 7:30-10:30 pm ,
departs from Casco Bay Lines Ferry
Terminal , Commercial and Franklin
streets, Portland. Tickets are $10 in
advance, $12 on the day of !he cruise.
For more information, call 774-7871 .

Sterling Silver
Dolphin
Bangle

$49

0444.

6886.

CLUBS

CON
CERTS

SATURDAY 8.18

Raoul'., 865 Forest Ave., Portland. n3-

Cinema City

1:15,3:15, 7:15,9:15
The F......lNln (PG)
1, 3, 7, 9

Stophen BIu", Group ijazz) Cafe No,
20 Danforth St., Portland. 772-8114.
Scott OaIdey(comedy) Little WiNie·s, 36
Imar\(et St, Portland. 773-4500.
8IaId CIoevoo(acoustic)Amigo's, 9 Dana
St., Portland. n2~772.
No Reel NeIghbors (rock) Spring Point
Cafe. 175 Pickett St., S. Portland. 7674627.
8p1rtt. .ttheMllnor,700MainSt,South
Portland. n«151.
.\qu. Lounge, 17 Ocean AIIII .• YOf1(
Beach. 363-7578.

MONDAY 8.20

THURSDAY 8.18
General Cinemas

August 16, 1990

Zoen.'. Ab ••nc. (rock) Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton St., Portland. 774-

0444.

TUESDAY 8.21
Qrttty McDuff'., 396 Fore St., Portland.
772-2739.
Dr, 0 (roc:k)OId Port Tavern, 11 Moulton
St , Portland.
Club Calno, Hampton Beach, N.H.
T ickets are $17.50 . For more
information, call 603-926-4300.

WEDNESDAY 8.22
Aod Llllht Aowe (rock) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland
OIdPortTa1lllm, 11 Moulton St., Portland.
774-0444.
T-Blnt'., 126 N. Boyd, Portland. n3-

8040.
HonefNthen, 193 Middle st., Portland.
773-3501.
Club c.alno, Hampton Beach, N.H.
Tickets are $22 .50. For more
information, call 603-926-4300.
Lazy Lightning (acoustic) Amigo's , 9 Dana
Stree~ Portland. 772~772 .

UPCOMING
Creep!n' Pu"'pld... (rock) Geno's, 13
Brown St. , Portland. n2-7891
DANCING
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Fri : Post
Modem • all ages; Sat: latest dance
music; Sun : request night; Tue: Hip
House-ailages ;Wed: Worldbeat Night.
773-8187.
The Moon. 425 Fore St, Portland. Open
nighUy, 8pmon ... Fri-Satuntil3am. No
cover. 871.{)663.
. .Iut. ., 20 Milk St., Portland. Open
nighUy until 1 am . No cover. n4-4200.
Bounty, 200 Riverside St., Portland.
Fridays, 18+. Open Fri-Sat until 3 am.
Opens Sun-Thu at 8 pm. 772-8033.

SATURDAY 8.18
End Construction (folk) Boston-based
folk group performs Aug 18, 7:30 pm,
Community House, kennebunkport.
Tickets are $4. For more information,
call 985-4937.
Women'. Music Co-Op Ster . . .rch
Talent contest with audience judging , 8
pm at Luther Bonney Auditorium. USM
Portland. Tockets are $5 in advance, $7
at the door. Trekets are available by
mail: Women's Music Co-op, P.O. Box
17, West Buxton. Maine, 04093(indude
S.A.S .E.). Also at Briarwynde. Amadeus
Music, and The Whole Grocer in
Portland.
P ••••II •• (folk) 8 pm , Curtis Little
Theater, The Chocolate Church , 804
Washington St., Bath . Hammered
dulcimer and twelve string guitar
arrangements of Celtic, Chilean ,
dassical and original music. For more
information, call 729-3185.
Portl.nd String Quartet (classical) 7
pm, Sahker Meetinghouse, Route 26,
New Gloucester. Tickets are $10. For
reserva~ons, call 926-4597.
LIttI. Fo.t .nd John Hlatt(rock) 7:30
pm . Veterans Memorial Park ,
Manchester. N.H. Tockets are $18.50
reserved, $16 lawn available at
Ticketron, Strawberries and Teletron,

1-800-382-8OBO.
RIchard M.n (pop) 7 :30 pm, Seashore
Performing Arts Cenlar at Old Orchard
Beach. Tickets are $19 .50/$20.50 ,
available aI T tcketron, Civic Cenlar Box
Office and SeaPAC box office. For more
information, call 934-1731 .

SUNDAY 8.19
Lyle Lovett & HI. UlI'II'I Band (countryl
jazz) 8 pm, Portland City Han Auditorium .
Tickets are $15, available at the PPAC
box office, Amadeus Music, Gallery
Music and Cumbertand Electronics. For
more information, call 774-0465
The WoodlMCla CoIlebonitlve(foIk) 20
Maine musicians play their own and
others· compositions at 2 pm Admission
is $2 at Round Top Center for The Arts,
Routa One, Damariscotta. Admission is
$6 for arults, $2 for children YOllnger
than 12. For more information, caJl5631507.
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PASTAS &

WHOLESALE AND

OUR
THE

PESTO IS
BEST-O!

Made with fresh basil, fresh garlic, extra virgin olive
toasted pine nuts and fresh grated parmesan cheese
Check out our Varieties of Pasta and Sauces
to eat in or cook at home.

58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146
Open Every Day Mon" through Sat. 11-6:30

CON
CERTS

Serenada (dassical) 4 pm. UniYersaiist
Meeting House. Rte. 231, New
Gloucester. Flute and harp duo
sponsored by the New Gloucester
Historical Society. Free; donations
requested for restoration of 1839
meeting house. For more information,
call 926-4469.

MONDAY 8.20

Jesus Caresl
Greater Fortland Tent Meetings Cnlsade
August 24 througb September I
1:00 pm NighUy
Deering Oaks Fark

Area PastersjEvangelists/Speakers

Area Gospel Musicians Nightly 7:00 pm

for More Infonnatlon call: 772-1235
-Believe to the Saving of the Soul- Hebrews 10139
Youth raghtsl August 27 lind 29
Women's !'lIght August 30

W

elcome to casco Bay Weekly"
These new and returning
advertisers help support us
in our endeavor to provide you
with an alternative to the daily news.
Bookland
Portland, South Portland

•

Green Mountain Coffee Roasters
Portland

Chand.'. Band Concert (concert
band music) 6:15 pm at the Gazebo in
FortAlienpalll, EastemProm, Portland.
Free and open to the public. 874-8793.
TIle Portland Bra. Quintet (dassicall
jazz) 12-1 :30 pm, Tommy's Park,
Por1Iand. Part of lhe Inlown Portland
Exchange'S Noontime Performance
series. Free. For more information, call
772-0828.

TUESDAY 8.21
Ja_ Taylor (acoustic) 7:30 pm,
Seashore Performing Arts Center at
Old Orchard Beach. TICkets are $20,
avaHabie et TlCketron, Civic Center Box
OfficeandSeePACboxoffice. For more
information, caN 934-1731.
Hurdy, Ourdy, Monk~ and Mo (organ
grinder) 12-1:30 pm, Tommy's Park,
Portland. Part of Intown Portland
Exchange's Noontime Performance
Series. Free. For more information, call
772-0828.
Bad CompMy(rock) 7:30pm, Seashore
Performing Arts Cen19r at Old Orchard
Beach. Tickets are $16.50/$17.50,
available at TlCketron, Civic Center Box
Office and SeePAC boxoffice. Formore
information, call 934-1731.

WEDNESDAY 8.22
Lazy Morcld . . (folk) Music in The Mal
at 7:30 pm on the mal in downtown
Brunswick. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 725-8797.
c.co Bar TurnmIora(ldazmer) I 2-I :30
pm, Congress Square, Portland. Part of
Intown Portland Exchange's Noontime
Performance series. Free. For more
information, cal n2-6828.

•

UPCOMING

•

JolIn Hiatt 8127 (rock) Raoul's, 865
Forest AYe., Por1Iand. n3-U86.
Tony Rico Unit8l31 (bluegrass) Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave., Portland. n3-M86.

Greater Portland Magazine
Portland

Artifacts
Portland

Judevine
Brunswick's Theater Project is currently featuring the last play
of its summer season. Successfully directed by Nat Warren-White,
the production, the script, the acting and the set are outstanding.
David Budbill's "Judevine" follows the well-worn, literary paths
bushwacked by Thornton Wilder in HOur Town," Edgar Lee
Masters in "Spoon River Anthology" and Dylan Thomas in "Under
Milkwood." These three classics explore life and death in small
towns; the eccentric, emotionally fragile inhabitants, the wonder of
life within the universe, within ordinary people and within small
towns.
But unlike the three classics noted above, '1 udevine"
(pronounced"Judavine") talces place in the present, in mythical
backwoods Vermont. The characters have more of an edge, more of
an immediacy, then, say, Emily and George from Our Town, who
were very sweet, but, let's face it, incredibly square.
Instead, Budbill brings us characters who court one another like
Emily and George did, but there the similarity ends. For instance,
Tommy (a Vietnam veteran) and Grace (a rea1ly angry single
mother) find one another through a maze of pain, hurt, and
misunderstanding. Alice, keeper of the town's material mythology,
has a lesbian lover. Antoine, a French-Canadian lumberjack, lives
with an import from "Joisey," as she tells him. And even those who
would be innocent are faced with life in the late eighties/early
nineties, where anything pastoral is subject to rapid and sometimes
violent change, But although the play contains dark moments, it
also contains large doses of laughter.
Budbill has tossed some remarkable poetry into the play. One
character "bangs around the house of his body like a baby. And
"All his protein comes from television" is a description given to
another character's eating habits.
The playwright has made himself the narrator, and walks
among the characters on the stage, holding conversations with the
townspeople, erasing narrative distance.
Six actors play the various characters, switching to narrator
when the script calls for it. Kathy Carroll, Diane Dorbin, Vincent
D'Errico, Louis Frederick, Al Miller, and Lee Kennett Paige all
inhabit the ordinary and extraordinary bodies, minds, and movements of their characters with dignity. Although some of the
characters seem like something straight out of the Factory For Local
Inbreeding. each portrait is performed with knowledge and
understanding. Of particular note are Vincent D'Errico's Antoine,
Diane Dorbin's Grace, Kathy Carroll's Arnie, and Lee Kennett
Paige's Dougie.
The set is by artist Marjorie Moore, and is quite remarkable. A
colorful, painted crazy quilt of surrealistic country scenery provides the exceptional backdrop for the production, while really
weird stuff hangs in the trees. The bright set provides space enough
for the actors to play.
"Judevine" is a poignant portrait of small town life as it exists
now-a modern day mythology that presents some current social
issues. Love, life and death are featured in the play, but it's more
complicated in '1udevine" than it ever was in "Our Town's"
Grover's Corners, New Hampshire.
As the playwright points out, "Mythology forever repeats itself,
but not exactly."
"Judevine" is playing through August 25.
W.D.Cutlip
H
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}'s Oyster
Old Port
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Greater Portland Tent Meetings
Portland
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Ye Old Port Kite Shoppe
Old Port
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Michigan Marketing
Michigan
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Children's Orchard
South Portland
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Wicker Warehouse
Portland
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Sanford
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Martin's Point Health care Center
Portland

STAGE
You StIli Can't Got TheN From Hero
Mad Horse Theatre Company presents
a revival of the 1989 musical comedy
revue about life in Maine through Aug
26. Performances are Thu-Sat at 8 pm,
Sun at 7 pm at Mad Horse Theatre, 955
ForestAve., Portland. Ttckats are $13/
$t5. For more information, caN 7973338.
Bet. . Dance Footival Final danced by
students Aug 17, 8 pm in Scheaffer
Theater, Bates College, Lewiston .
Admission is $3. For more information,
call 78RH30n.

Tho ThMter .. Monmouth Summer
schedule: "Brave New World; stage
adaptation of Aldous Huxley's book
Augt 7 at 8 pm; "The ChellY Orchard;
Chekov's play about the last years of
the Russian Aristocracy Aug16 and 18
at8,pm; "lightUp The Sky; ManHart's
comedy about opening night of a
Broadway musical Aug 18 at 8 pm; "The
Merchantof Venice"Shakespeare's play
of love and greed Aug18 at 8 pm; "Just
So Stories; Rudyard Kipling stories for
kids Aug16 and 18 at 2 pm. Theater is
located off Route 132 in Monmouth.
Tickets are $15, $13 tor seniors, $10for
students. Children's shows are $6 tor
adults, $5 for children . For more
information, can 933-9999.
I Dol I Dol Musical presented through
Aug 18, Wed-Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 7 pm
at Thomas Playhouse, Route 302, South
Casco. Tickets are $1 01$12. Dinnerl
theater tickets are also available. For
more information, call 655-3281 .

Franklin AIIveI Bin Meikle appears as
Ben Franklin in a historical sketch
through Sep I , Fridays and Seturdays
at 7:30 pm in the Lord Gallef}', The Brick
Store Museum, 117 Main St.,
Kennebunkport. TICkets are $121$10.
For more information, caJl985-0887.
J~no Vermont poet David Budbil's
play about a typical New England town
through Aug 25 at the Theater Project,
14 School Sl, Brunswick. Performances
are Thu at 7 pm, Fri at 8 pm and Sat at
4 and 8 pm. For ticket information, call
729-8584.
L'II Abner Freeport Community Players
prasentthe musicalcornedy Aug17-18,
7:30pm at Freeport High School. TICkets
are $6, $4 for seniors and students. For
more information, can 86~ 1.
and seniors. For more information, call
642-3743.
Trial by Jury and the concert version of
the "Mikado" wi" be performed with full
orchestra by members of the New York
Gilbert and SuIHvan Players Aug 17 at
Pittsfield Community Theater and Aug
20 at Camden Opera House. The fully
staged "Mikado" wiN be performed Aug
21 in Camden and Aug 23-25 at
Lakewood Summer theater in Madison.
For more information, cal 487-5221 .

Another Nlllht et tho Opera Cape
Theater Group presents a new musical
with book by Gloria Howell, music by
Ruth Welting Aug 16-18,8 pm at Thaxter
Theater, 420 Cottage Rd., South
Portland. Tickets are $1 0, $4 lor seniors
and students. For more information, call
799-7337.
A Toast to Broadlny The Bayside
Players present a dinner theater
production of a musical revue of songs
from 10 Broadway musicals through
Aug 25 atThe Portland Club, 156 State
St., Portland. Performances are Fridays
(happy hourat6:3O, diner at 7:30, curtain
at 8 :30 ) and Sunday (brunch at 12
noon, curtain at 2 pm). Tickets are
$29.501$24.50. For more information,
call 773.0218.
Vlntallo Roportor, Company is
looking fora young male actor, 18-24, to
play James in "My Fat Friend." Must be
able to leam English or Scottish accent.
For more inlormation on auditions, call
934-4251.

Heidi Gerquist, Lenny Hatch, Russell
Kahn, Orlando Olivera Najara, David
Pollack, Steven Priestly and Jay Piscopo
through Aug 31. Hours: Mon-Fri 9 am-5
pm, Sat 10 am-4 pm. 774-1479.
Maino M,.tlquo: A Contemporary
Perspective
Group
show of
contemporary Maine painters at the
gallef}' at 5 Milk St., Portland. Artists
include Gregory Welch , ltalo Scanga,
Michael Moore, Duncan Hewitt, Michael
Shaughnessy, Juris Ubans, Wolcott
Dodge, David Puelle, Usa Slipkowsky,
Michael Waterman, Wes Freese, Marc
Pelletier, Frank Turek, Richard Wilson,
Samrith Chap, Tim Mack, Tom Maurais
and Padi Mayhew Bain . 773-3489.
Maino Pott.... Market, 376 Fore st.
Portland. Judaic and decoratiYe gold
lustered pottery by Toby Rosenberg on
display through Aug 21 . Fine
earthenware for the country home and
garden by Christian Ridge Pottery from
Aug 22-Aug 31 . Hours: daily 9am-9 pm.
774-1633.
ThoOpen atable, 273 PresumpscotSt.,
Portland. "A Midsummer's Night Dream-,
an exhibit work by Maine photographers
and sculptors. n3-3961 or 871-8285.
Payson Gallery
Art, Westbrook
College, 716 Stevens Ave., Portland.
The Permanent Collection and SeIec1ed
Loans through Sep9. Hours: Tue-Fri 10
am-4 pm (Thu until 9), Sat-Sun 1-5 pm.
797-9546.
TIle Photo Oallery, Portland School of
Art,619CongressSt, Por1Iand."Women
in Photography; a touring exhibit of 65
images by women photographers from
around the world through Aug 30. Hours:
Mon-Fri 9 am-5 pm. n5-3052.
Portland Public LIbrary, Five
Monument Square, Portland. "Public
Ubraries -A Maine Portrait," Cibachroma
photographs of Maine public libraries by
John K. Jones of Por1Iand. Theexhibitis
accompanied by historical and
architectural notes and continues
through Aug 17. Hours: Mon, Wed and
Fri 9 am-6 pm, Tue and Thu 12-9 pm,
Sat 9 am-5 pm. 871- t 700.
Portland Wino and Cheoao, 8 Forest
Ave. , Portland. Works by local painter
Thomas Connolly through Aug 31. 7724647.
Richard ParkA Gallery, 288 Fore St.,
Portland. "Folk Art 01 India: The Scared
Art of Mithali." Brilliantly colored
photographs, which haYe been handed
down through the women 01 rural areas
of Eastern India, represent Hindu
mythology. Hours: Mon-Sat 10am-5:30
pm, Fri until 7:30 pm. n4-1322.
ateln a.llery Contemporary Glass, 20
MilkSt., Portland. Fabricated sculptures
based on architectural forms by Jon
Woijethrough Aug 31 . Hours: Mon-Sat
11 am·5:SO pm, Sun 1-4 pm. n2-9072 .
Thea. Mo_r Cablnetmako,., 415
Cumberland AYe., Portland. Woodcuts
by PeMsylvania printmaker Daniel D.
Miller through Aug 17. Hours: Mon-Sat
8:30 am-5 pm. 774-3791.
Wollin aardlner Fino Arts, 4 1/2 Milk
St., Portland. Fine 17th, 18th and 19th
century decorative prints with an
emphasis on architectural, botanical,
mMne& sporting subjects. Hours:TueFri 10 am-5:30 pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm.
774-1944.

"We've got to start
meeting like this... "

TIle Afternoon OaIlory, 49 Dartmouth
St., Portland. Paintings, drawings and
collage by Warren Spaulding on display
through Aug. Hours 1-4:30 pm. Opening
Aug 19 12-5 Camp Hammond ,
Yarmouth. For more information call
87t -9235.

AROUND TOWN
0'

Portland Muaoum
Art Seven
Congress Square, Portland. Hours: TueSa~ 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on ThlKsday
eYenings, 5-9. "Urban Visions : Images
by Ashcan School Painters" (through
Aug 26); "Winslow Homer Watercolors,"
an exhibit of 13 watercolors painted
between 1873 and 1897 (through Sep
23); "Views From Rome Irom the
ThomasAshby Collectionin!he Vatican
Library; an exhiM of 81 <tawings and
watercolors from the Renaissance
through tha age of romanticism (through
Sep30);"P~ves:MarjorieMoore;

an exhibit of paintings, drawings and a
video installation (through Sep 23). "The
BoatShow: Fantastic Vessels, Fictional
Voyages." Exhibit features anists'
interpretations of boats in a variety of
media including glass, wood, hay and
fiber (through Oct 28.) 775-6148.
Alborta'. Caf., 21 Pleasant St.,
Portland. "Mackworth Abstracted ;
paintings from the landscape abstracted
by Carolyn Brown through Sep 15. 7751514.
Barrldoff Oallorlo., 26 Free St.,
Portland. Group show by gallef}' artists
through Sep 1. Also a selection of 19th
and early 20th century American
paintings. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm.
772-5011 .
aa,.,low Oallory, 75 Market St.,
Portland. Intaglio prints and works in
gouache by Mam- Smith and fish
prints by Suzanne Knecht through Aug
26. Both artists are former commercial
fishermen anda perCentage of proceeds
will benefit Friends of Casco Bay, a nonprofit organization that educated the
publicaboutthabay'sacosyslam. Hours:
Mon-Sat 10 am-6 pm . n3-3007.
Danforth 8treot Gallery, 34 Danforth
SI. Portland. VIdeoArt Exhibition through
Aug 31 . 775-6245.
Doan Volontlla. aallor" 60
Hampshire St., Portland. Exhibit of
paintings and monotypes by Katheline
Bradford through Sep9. Hours:Thu 128 pm, Sat 12-5 pm, Sun 12-4 pm or by
appointment 772-2042.
Dlmora, 26 Exchange St., Portland.
Photographs by Jamie Salomon through
Aug 30. Hours: Mon-Wed 10 am-6 pm,
Thu-Sat 10 am-9 pm, Sun 12-6 pm.
775-7049.
F,O, Ball., Antiquarian., 137-t41
Middle St., Portland. "Tomorrow's
Antiques; new works by Usa Dombek,

S\LUTffi
II"
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AT TIlE PORTLAND REGENCY

Thursday is
LADIES NIGHT
/&.

Tex-Mex Happy Hour 5-7pm
Discounted Drinks for Ladies all Night
-

/&.

in Air-conditioned Comfort
OJ, 7:30 to Midnight
/&.

No Cover Charge. ApproprIate Dress only
/&.

0'

ART
OPENING

19

the Corner of Milk & Market Streets

OUT OF TOWN
TIle MaIno Photographic Wortcahopa,
Rod<port. Works by 8ma Garcia tlrough
Aug 17. 236-8581 .
ThoMAIno Photographic Wortcahopa,
Rockport. Works by John Sexton, Larry
Fink, Jay Maisel and David A. Harvey
Aug 18-24. 236-8581.
Abacu. Oallory, 8 McKown St.,
Boothbay Harbor. Paintings by Daniel
Merriam through Sep SO. 633-2166.
Tho Maino PhotographicWorkahopa,
Rockport. Works by Mary Ellen Mark,
Chris Rainier, Linda Conner, Jim
Brandenberg and Judd Pilossof Aug
25-31 . 236-8581.
Bato. Coli 0110, Olin Arts Center,
Lewiston. "Dahlov lpear: The Seventies
& Eighties; "Recent Donations; works
by Matisse, Braque, Gaugin, Cezanne
and Picasso, and "Children's Book
Illustrations; featuring the work of
several 01 Maine's best artists and
writers. Both exhibits continue through
Aug 26. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-4 pm,
Sun 1-5 pm. 786-6158.
Bowdoin College M_m
Art,
Brunswick. "Islamic Miniatures from the
Permanent Collection ," Arab and
Persian miniatures and paintings from
Mughal India (through Aug .19);
"Selected Prints from the Vinalhaven
Press Collection," 77 prints produced at
the press since its founcing in 1984
(through Sep 23). Hours: Tue-Sat 10
am-5 pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3275.
Cry of tho Loon aallery, Route 302,
South Casco. Exhibit of Maine artists:
Chris Neilsen, Rebekah Ray, Serri
Beckman, Sharry Miller, DavidCe<tone,
Grace Porta, Bevin Engman, Dahlov
lpear and Wendy Newcomb. Exhibit
continues !hrough Aug 25. Hours: 9:30
am-9 pm. 665-5060.

0'
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F AMILY
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GWENDOLYN 1. O'GUIN, D.O.
AdultiPedi{m-ic Medicine· Office Gynecology
MllnipulRtion • PreJIentlltive Medicine

TO

Continued from page 19

call~259.

EAT?

Walk-In and by Appointment
222 St.
~t., Suite #322

Kathie D. McGonagle, LPN, CMT
Therapeutic Massage
207-846-3306 or 781-5540

September 1
September 2
September 5
September 7

Ellsworth, Private
Ramada Inn, Private
Raoul s Dance Party
Cruise on Casco Bay lines,
Everyone Invited!
September 8 Eve. Kennebunkport, Private

The answer
Is here:

Winners of 4 Maine Music Awards!
Every Wednesday Night is Ladies Night at Raoul's with the
Red Light Revue - Ladies Admitted Free!

Now booking weddJng'i and corporate parties fot" sprlng 8< SUOUllet".
Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs.

CALL

802

Think
of it as
Morning
Radio
for
grownups.
:~m@@@mmmm~ Jim

Crocker
and Bruce Campbell are Port-

land's favorite morning radio team.
Why? Because they put an adult
perspective on the events and issues
of the day. And because their supporting cast includes Maine's best
radio news staff, award-winning
sportscasts, the most accurate
weather forecasts, the country's only
Australian astrological prognosticator and a guest list that reads like a
'Who's Who in Maine." Try us for a
month-we're sure it will change the
way you start your day!

a~""1!~ ~ I
Portland's NewsfTaIk Station

An.rlCIIM with DINbllltI. . Act How
wililhis recently passed legislation affect
your life? Find out Aug 20, 7-8:30 pm at
Ihe Landry Village Community Room,

ART

A holistic approach to
therapeutic massage by a
professional experienced in
conventional medicine.

August 15 Raoul's Dance Party
August 18 Sonesta, Portland, Private
August 19 Shawmut, Kennebunk, Private
August 22 Raoul's Dance Party
August 25 Biddeford Pool, private
August 29 Raoul's Dance Party

World W.IIIaI.nci life Joel Eastman.
professor of history at USM coordnates
the World War II reminiscences of
residents from Cousins. Uttle John and
other islands Aug 20. 7:30pmatCousins
Island Community House. The program
is offered by the Yannoulh Historical
Society.,d the Cousins And Utile John
Improvement Association. Free and
open 10 the public. For more information,

SOUTHERN MAINE

DINING
GUIDE
AVAILABLE AT •••
PORTLAND
JETPORT,
Portland • 10 EXCHANGE
STREET, Portland • CASCO
BAY
LINES
FERRY
Portland
•
TERMINAL,
MAINE TOURISM CENTER
1-95, Kirtery, US Route 1,
•
FREEPORT
Yarmouth
OUTLET MALL, Freeport •
GREEN
MOUNTAIN
COFFEE ROASTERS, Portland
• COASTLINE INN, Freeport
• ALBERTA'S CAFE, Portland
• T.J. CINNAMONS, Old Port
• LEVINSKY'S, Rte 1, Freeport
•
RSVP
DISCOUNT
BEVERAGES, Forest Ave.
Portland
•
SOUTH
PORTLAND MOTOR INN,
South Portland • SCOOTER'S,
Old
Port
•
SONESTA
HOTEL, Portland

, •• AND SEVERAL
AREA LOCATIONS

O'F.rell a.11ery Yvonne Jacquette,
Drawings and monotypes Ihrough Aug
31. 46 Main Street. Brunswick.
DeerIng F.mlly Rest.ur.nt, Maine
Mall. South Portland. "Alternative Maine
Art: recent works in a variety of meda
by PA Trisha Ihrough Aug 31. Hours:
Mon-5at8 am-l0 pm.
EI.....nt. a.lI.ry, 56 Maine St.,
Brunswick. "J. Fred WoeIl: Wail Reliefs
and Sculpture" Ihrough Sap 5. Hours:
Mon-5at 10 am-5 pm. 729-1108.
Governor'. a.llery Spac., State
House, Augusta. 'Art Behind Bars:
works by inmates of the Maine
Correctionai Center in South Windham.
Hours: Mon-Fri 8 am-5 pm. 289-2724.
Hobe Sound a.~North, 58 Maine
St., Brunswick. Works on paper by
Bernard Langlais Ihrough Aug 25. Hours:
Tue-Sat 10 am-5 pm . 725-4191.
W.t_hed Cent... for the ceramic
Alta is offering a series of sKde lectures
given byguestartists in residence. Eddie
Donirnguez speaks Aug 26, 8:30 pm at
Watershed Center for the CeramicArts,
Cochron Road (one mile off Route One),
North Edgeoomb. Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 8826075.
M ..... Co_ ArtIsts, Russel Avenue,
Rockport. "DowntowniDowneasrgroup
show featuring works by Maine artists.
Hours: Daily 10 am-5 pm. 236-2875.
Main street Art Gallery, Ogunquit.
Selected works of 46 artists Ihrough
Aug 31. ·Artist of the Week· reception
Wednesdays, 7-9 pm. Hours: daily 10
am-9:3O pm. 646-5246.
M.lne Photosraphlc Work.hop.,
Rockport. Works by Tillman Crane.
Arnold Newman, Stephen Shore, Robert
Steinberg and Sean Keman Ihrough
Aug 10; Elma Garcia (lhrough Aug17);
John Sexton, Larry Fink. Jay Maisel and
Dallid A. Harvey Aug 18-24. 236-8581 .
Round Top Center for The Art ••
Business Route 1, Darmiscotta. "Round
Top Show: featuring works Anne
GresingerofWaJdoboro. Brita Holmquist
of Cumberland, Nina Jerome of Bengor,
Marguerite Robichaux of Sb'atton. Alice
Spencer of Portland, Susan Webster of
Deer Isle and Katarina Weslien of
Portland. Exhibitcontinues through Aug
12.563-1507.
The I In the Art and The Art In The
Eye Second annual Orr"s Bailey Art
Association exhibit is open to ail artists.
Exhibit hangs through Aug 19. 12-4 pm.
For mOle information, cal Guy Miller at
883-6159 orPeg Marrigan at 833-5266.
or John Olsen at 833-6615.
USN Art aallery, Gorham. "Modem
Images: Early 201h Century Prints from
the Rothchild and Farnsworth
CoIIections"lhrough Aug 16. Exhibit of
masler works of printmaking from bolh
sides of the AUantic. including prints by
Picasso, Matisse, Henry Moore, Joan
Miro and well-known American artists .
Hours: Sun-Thu 12-4 pm. 780-5009.
WNtherend G. . .ry, aqacent to the
Famsworth Museum, 374 Main 51.,
Rockland. "Construction Work: works
by Jim Young, Pam Smith. H~ary French,
Bemice Abbe". Monty Smilh and others
Ihrough Sap 22. 596-6483.
York Instltut. M_m. 371 Main 51..
Saco. "Objectivity : Selections for the
PermanentColIection"through m~p ;
"Pants for Paintings· Ihrough micKlc1.
Hours : Tue-5at 1-4 pm. Thu 1-8 pm.
282-3031.

OTHER
Craft Show Society of Southern Maine
Craftsmen are holdng a crafts show
Aug 18. 10 am-4 pm, (raindateAug 19)
on the Village Green, Ocean Ave.,
Kennebunkport. Admission is free.
.Jurted W.tercolor 8how hosted by
Congress Square Gallery Sep 12Drawing on the Right Side of Ihe BrainPart 1 Workshop designed for those
who Ihink Ihey have Kille talent for
drawing but would like to leam. Aug 1822, Pinkham Notch Camp. Week-long
seminar. Formore information, call (603)
466-2727.

FII... by Rudy Burkhardt Experimental
films about New York City being shown
in conjunction with Ihe Downeastl
Dowtown exhibit Aug 21, 7:30 pm at
Maine Coast Artists. Russell Ave .•
Rockport. Admission is $3. For mOle
information. call 236-2875.
I
Colorworka: DrawIng with Color
Weekend course will focus on
PRISMACOLOR pencil techniques for
drawing subjects in their naturel
surroundings, Aug 23-204. The beautiful
woods. waterfalls and mountain views
of Pinkham Notch provide Ihe setting for
this special weekend . For more
information. caN (603) 466-2721.
&ullin*" Craft F.1r Maine artisan offers
items from jewelry to folk art Aug 25. 10
am-4 pm at Schoolhouse Arts Center,
Sebago Lake Village. For more
information. call 642-3743.
D.nforth G.II.ry is looking for
submission forthe second annual Senior
Citizens Art Exhibit "Route 1 from Kittery
to Brunswick: A Senior Perspective."
Works can locus on Ihe pas~ present or
futureandw~tbejuriedby Martin Dibner.
Six prizes wiN be aWarded. Deadline for
submissions of two- and threedimensional works is 0cI 1. For more
inforrnation, send SASE to Danforth
Gallery. 34 Danforth St.. Portland,
04101.
ArtIatln R_lden~ Program Deacline
for applications to new grants for areas
considered underserved by the Maine
Arts Commission is Sap 28. To be
eligible, artists' residencies must take
place between Jan 1 and June 30 and
must occur in one of the following 12
counties: Aroostook, Hancock. Knox.
Franklin, Oxford, Penobscot. Pisataquis.
Sagadahoc, Somerset. Waldo,
Washington and York. Information.
applications and guidelines areavailable
by calling the Maine Arts Commission.
289-2724. Applicants must talk to Artist
in Residence Program Associates,
Nancy Salmon or Sharon Townshend.
before applying.
Bowdoin College MuHUm of Art is
offering tours of its collections Ihrough
Aug 17. The docentilUided tours are
Tue and Thu at 2 pm. Wed and Fri at
12:30 pm . Reservations are not
necessary. Meet in Ihe rotunda of the
Walker Art Building . For more
information, caM 72~275 .

Westbrook St. . South Portland .
Refreshments will be served. For more
information. call 767-2189.
HllVllllltlon By Stara Workshop to leam
celestial navigation by Gregory Walsh
and Cameron Bright of Ocean Navigator
magazine Aug 22. 7 pm at the Maine
Maritime Museum, 243 Washington St,
Bath. Cost is $10. $5 for museum
members. For mOle information, call
443-1316.
Pollution In C. .co BIIY Friends of
Casco Bay and the Greater Portland
Council of Governments are presenting
a series of seminars on The
Management 01 Casco Bay on the fourth
Wednesday of the monlh at SMTC .
Tonight's seminar includes a
presentation "Pollution in Casco Bay :
Whatwe Do Know and What We Do Not
Know About Pollution In Casco Bay· by
Eleanor Dorsey. Staff Scientist,
Conservation Law Foundation. The
presentation will be followed by
discussion . The series is open to
interested citizens, fishermen, business
people, community officials and
environmental mangers. The seminar
is Aug 22, 7-9 pm int he Machine Tool
Technology Center. S.M.T.C., Soulh
Portland. FormOle information, call n4-

9891.

HELP

OFFlHE

Prose ReIHIlng Kate Braestrup w~1 read
from her novel. "Onion: Aug 16. 7:30
pm at Raffles Cafe Bookstore. 55
Congress St.. Portland. Free and open
to the public. For more information, call
761-3930.
UNCI Book Sale Dyer Ubrary is holding
~s annual book sale Aug 166-9 pm, Aug
17 1-5 pm, and Aug 189 am-12 pm,
Huncreds of fiction and non-fiction books
will be on sale in Ihe Deering Wing of
Dyer Ubrary, 371 Main St, Sacc. For
more information. call 282-3031.
Southworth Planetarium Astronomy
Shows Fri-Sun at 7 pm; Laser Shows
Fri-Sun at 8:30 pm. Admission is $3 for
adults, $2 for students and children (no
children under 5). For more information,
call 780-4249.
Bay GrMlla Meeting Aug 19,6:30
pm in the Peoples Building, 155 &ackett,
2nd floor, above G·day MIt Agenda:
Me Peace Walk, TPK issue, Educational
ou1reach. For more information,call
4599.

c.co

n4-

March of DI_ Phonathon needs
volunteers to help cali for phone-pledge
campaign Aug 16-17,6·9 pm. Training
and refreshmenls are provided .
Volunteers who work two nights receive
a free pass to Sable Oaks GoH Club
(inciuding cart). For more information,
call 871-0660.
USM Community Programs is looking
for volunteers 10 lecture and present
seminars for it. New Dimensions
Program. Presentations may be on any
subject oflhe wlunteers expertise and
will be give to groups of 8-20 retirees .
Good communication and organizationai
skills are essential. Volunteers receive
free program membership. Group meets
Saturdays, 9:30-tl:30 am. For mOle
information, call theCenterfor Voluntary
Action at 874·1015.
Oeneral Theological Cent... needs
volunteers to work as book processing
assistants to count. acknowledge. sort
and catalogue the many used books
received as gifts. Generai lamiHaritywilh
books, especially books of religious,
philosophical, psychological or spiritual
interest, would behefpful. Daytime hours
are available 9 am-4 pm. For more
information, caD lheCenler for Voluntary
Action at 874-1015.
Bowdoin College Museum of Art is
looking for volunteers 10 work as
receptionists and salesclerks. Training
will be provided. Shifts In Tue Ihrough
Sat.l0a.m. to 1 p.m. and 1 t05p.m. For
mOle information call Helen Dube at

725-30604.

H.O.P.E. Self-help support groups wilh
facilitators meet weekly to help heal the
emotionai pain associated wilh serious
dseases. Meetings are at Unity Church ,
16 Columbia Rd .• Portland, Tuesdays
2-4 pm, 5-7:30 pm and Thursdays 10
am-12 noon. There are aiso support
groups for the lami Iy and friends of the
ill which meet Thursdays. 7-9 pm. For
more information, call 1-800-339-HOPE.
WIng. Support Groupe Tuesdays. 7-9
pm at 139 Ocean St Soulh Portland
and Thursday. 7-9 pm at 11 Day St. .
Westbrook. For more information, call
Gerrie Brown at 767-2010.
Outright Portl.nd .m.nce of lI.y,
...bI.n, blsexu.1 and questioning
youlh olfers support and information for
young people ages 22 and under in a
safe environment. Write: OUTRIGHT.
P.O. Box 5028. Station A, Portland.
04101 or cal 774-HELP.
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P.r.nta Anonyrnoua is a self-help
groupforparentswhowanttodevelop
bettarparenting skills and are seeking
support and advice from other
parents. Weekly meetings are on
Tuesdays at6 pm or Wednesdays at
2 pm in Portland. Child care is
provided. Meetingsarefree. FormOle
information. call 87t-7411.
PortI ...d P.-ent Support Group
sponsored by Mainely Families. Inc .•
meets Wednesdays, 7-9 pm at Clark
Memorial Church, Forest and
Pleasan~ Portland. Parents share
support and guidance from other
parents who share similar
experiences in raising preteens and
adolescents. while learning new skills
10 prevent problems before they
occur. The support group is open to
ali ail area parents at no charge. For
more information. call Mainely
Families at 774-1884.

40 glass artists

n4-
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. Regional W..t. 8Jat- is looking for
neighborhood recycling educators .
Volunteers will contact residents in
PortI.,d-area communities and instruct
Ihem in recycling procedures. They will
also distribute collection bins and
informationai materials on pick-up routes
and about 26 drop-off sites not on routes .
Training sessions of approximately one
hour will be held on Sap <H;. For mOle
information, call 874-1015.
H_England R"'abllltatlon Ho.pltal
is looking for someone to assist
occupational Iherapists. Volunteer will
make basic aiterations on wash mitts,
slings and wheelchair bags with sewing
machine. Training wiN be provided and
a lunch pass will be provided for the
days that you work. For more
information. call 874-1015.
Dial KIDS is telephone peer counseling
staffed by trained teenagers. The
program provides information. referrals
and counseling to area teens and to
give the peer counselors a meaningful
volunteer work experience. Interested
teenagers can call871-1015during the
day for an application. or call Diai KIDS
at
TALK to talk toa wlunteerabout
what they do. P~ who are accepted
to the program attend 27 hours of
classroom instruction befOle going on
Ihe telephone.
Buch Olympics Benefit for the Maine
speciai Olympics is looking for lots of
volunteers to assists wilh planning and
staffing the games to be held in Old
Orchard Beach Aug 17-t9. Volunteers
are needed to work one or two hours a
week before the event or two to four
hours the weekend of the event. For
more information, call Claire Sutton at
770-3745.
M.ybe
80meday
Non-profit
organization, a developing and
innovative program forcaring for people
with multiple sclerosis. is looking for
volunteers. People are needed to share
their interests wilh the clients of program,
taking them to movies or working on
projects etc. For more information. visit
Maybe Someday Bookstore. 195
Congress St. Portland or call n3-3275.
Blood Drlv. Olympia Sports is
sponsoring a blood drive, 2-7 pm on
Aug 20 at Ihelr headquarters, 30 U.S .
Route One. Yarmouth. The Northeast
Region Red Cross wiN be Ihere 10 help.

f.aturlng the largest
selection of contemporary
glass In the northeast
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Low. Your B.ck USM Lifeline
Center offers a six-week exercise
course forpeoplewilh mild or chronic
low back pain Tuesdays, 5-0:15 pm
on the USM Portland Campus. For
mOle information. can 780-4170.
Well-Child Clinic sponsored by
Community HeailhServices, Inc. for
children up to six years old .
Comprehensive
physical
examinations. screenings, lab work
and immunizations are provided.
Sliding lee scale. Dates, times and
locations are as follows : Aug 17, 911 :30 am. Scarborough First
Congregational Church, Blackpoint
Rd ; Aug 29. 9 am-2 :30 pm ,
Westbrook-Warren Congregational
Church, Main SI. For more
information or an appointmen~ call
775-7231.
YOIl. Postu...... Diagnostic .nd
R.hablllt.tlve Tool. Carefully
selected yoga postures will be used
to help participants discover and
learn how to rectify the major
imbalances in Ihelr bodies. Class
size is limited. Workshop is Aug 18.
8:25 am-l0:25 am at Ihe Portland
Yoga Studio. 616 Congress St.,
Portland. Coslis $1 0 prepaid, $12 at
Ihe door. For more information. call
797-5684.
Edible IIIId MlKllcln.1 Planta Leam
to use wild plants and shrubs Aug
19, 2-3:30 pm at Maine Audubon's
Scarborough Marsh Nature Center
in Scarborough . Cost is $2 for
Audobon members. $3 for nonmembers. Formoreinformation, call
883-5100.
Yoga rwt....t: Alternative vacation for
body, mind and spirit Aug 24-26.
Small group, quiet selling.
Experienced personai guidance from
Ihree practicing yoga teachers in
joyous. healthful way of life.
Vegetarian cuisine, sauna, hot tub.
pool. Richmond Corner. For mOle
information call 737-4752.

Maine's.l\ Authentic
Oyster Bar

Ouotel'
Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years
Our Full Menu sel"Ved from llAM to Midnight
Best Steamers In Town

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere of '1,_$_
' __
5 Portland Pier
772-48j:

<
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THE
MAINE PUBLIC BROADCASTING NETWORK

-presents-

The
Thistle & Shamrock
Concert Tour 1990
Hosted by
National Public Radio's
Fiona Ritchie &
featuring
Dunkeld Records Artists:
Dougie MacLean
Scottish songs, guitar,
bouzouki, and fiddle
Sheena Wellington
Scottish ballads
Gordon Duncan Highland pipes, whistles
David Allison
Guitar
with Graeme Hughes & Margaret Kennedy

A portion of the proceeds to benefit MPBN Radio

-~~I-Time: Wednesday, September 5th at 8:00 pm
Place: First Parish Church
425 Congress Street, Portland, ME
Tidr.ets: $12.00 • On sale at:

Amadeus Music, 332 Fore St. (in the Old Port)· 772-8416
MPBN, 309 Marginal Way, Portland. 874-6570
MPBN, 65 Texas Ave., Bangor. 941-1010
(Make checks payable to MPBN)

Continued on pIlge 2
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WITH THIS AD, $1.00 OFF ADULT ADMISSION TO DESERT-,

I

OUTSIDE

I

~

I
'
Come to Freeport, and Visit. ..
I
~
Desert of Maine
I
I'
:'Maine's Famous Natural Phenomenon
Giant Sand /Junes. Narrated Coach Tou,,; • NalJ.Jre Trails· Sand Artist
I

"

,I
I
,

from ptlge 21

1783 Bam • World's Largest Sand Painting· Gift Shop • Store

I
I
I

Off U.S. Route 1 and 95 • Desert Rd .• Dept. V • Freeport 04032
Open May 10th - October 10th Tel. (207) 865-6962

'- -

-

-

-

-

-

- Limit One Coupon Per Person -

,

I

I
I

_ _ _ _ _C1JlIJ

CYR INDUSTRIES, INC.

Electrical Contractors
892,-0119

or 1 .. S00..2,S7..WIRE

P.O. Box 2123, No. Windham, ME 04062

Sports Quotes
of the week
The winner of this year's
prestigious johnny Most is
Ugly but What Difference Does
it Make Broadcasting Award"
goes to Hannon Wages, fonner
Atlanta Falcon back and
sportscaster. Discussing his new
radio talk show, Hannon
beamed: "My mama always
said I had a face for radio."

16 Stores in Maine and Vermont including these:
• Freeport Pharmacy, 7 Middle St. Freeport ME 865-6324 • Downea.t
Super Pharmacy at The Center for Shopping, Sanford, ME 342-1784 •
Downeut Pharmacy, 52 Main St. Bridgton, ME 647-3314 •
The Bowdoin Pharmacy, 148A Maine St. Brunowick, ME 729-1816 •
Downeut Pharmacy, 20 Walker St. Kittery, ME 4394300.

----------~r----------~

Kraft

Strawberry Preserves

18 Oz. 2.29 Valul

$1 ~9
Kraft

I I
II II

iii~;:;j

t'ill~~\:

Grape
18
Oz. 1.511 valll8"::~

99$

Toast 'Em I
lioaster II
Pastries:
6 PER BOX
ASSORTED II
FLAVORS
1.59 VALUE I

99 cq

----------

,.. - - - - - - - - - - - I rI - - - - - - - - - - -.I
Cutex
I I
I
: Polish
::
I
I Remover
:I
:
: ~Rfo:~JJLE
I : Jeraens Bar Soap:

I
I

I TYPES
:
.. _ ..- _
I 1.79 VALUE
$1 ~9
_ - -:
1I ______
- - -..-

Denny Matthews, broadcaster for the Kansas City
Royals, during the play by play
of a game in Detroit: 'This is an
interesting match up. Jack
Morris (the pitcher) is from St.
Paul, Jim Cisenreich (the batter)
is from St. Cloud and Mike
Heath (the flaky catcher) is from
St. Elswhere."
Finally, (completing a trilogy
of airwave quotes), Bob Wolfe,
veteran New York City broadcaster, on the title of his next
book, which will be about the
sportscasting profession: "\
wanted something catchy which
would combine anatomy with
sportscasting. I came up with
Talking Heads and Untold
Tales.'"
Mike Quinn

I 6PACh Oz. Bars 1.98 Value I
I
I
I1 ___________
$1.49 •I

A
HISIORY
IESSON!

SPORT
Ultlmat. Frt.bee Club organizing in
PorIIand area. Anyone interested in a
toss·around and pick-up game, call n2·

4344.

Legendary football coach Bear
Bryant had one 9-year span in his
tepure at Alabama that was truly
fantastic ... From
1971 through 1979,
Bryant's teams went
11-1,10-2, 11-1, 11I, 11-1, 9-3, 11-1,
11-1, and 12-0. Did
you
know
Budweiser, Bud
Ught, Bud Dry,
Michelob,
Miche10b Dry,
Michelob Light,
Michelob Classic
Dark,
Natural
Li2ht, Busch, BuschLight-Yes,
aIf Anheuser-Busch beers are
brewed naturally, with no artificlal ingredJents, additives
or preservatives, and no other
breweries can makethatdaiml
Of the 28 franchises in the National Football League, 10 have
never played in the Super Bowl .. .
Can you name those 10? .. They

are: Atlanta, Buffalo, Cleveland,
Detroit, Houston, New Orleans,
Phoenix, San Diego, Seattle and
Tampa Bay. Did you
know most of the
founders of our
country were either
brewers themselves
or strong advocates
of beer? George
Washington, the
"Father of our
Country, W had his
own brew house on
the grounds of Mt.
Vernon and his
hand written recipe
for beer dated 1757, is still
preserved. Who was the first
player in history to win the
Heisman Trophy as the best
college football player of the
year? .. The first Heisman winner was Jay Berwanger, in
1935 ... Berwanger was a running back for the University of
Chicago. Beer-Agoodpart
of the good life!
.

SUMMER ORGAN
CONCERT
SERIES!

Bowdoin Mel Back 10-Mile Run to the
Coast Annual road race begins and
ends Aug 19 at Bowdoin College in
Brunswick. Part of the $8 registration
fee will be donated to the Independence
Association for Retarded Citizens .
Awards win be given in 11 categories,
including mixed generation. Entry forms
can be obtained from Sports East in the
Topsham Fair Mall, 7~1800 .
K.I.C.K. World Super-Featherweight
Kickboxing Title is up for grabs .
PorUand's Danny Melendez will meet
Aldaberto Leal of Warwick. R.I. in a 12round bout for the vacant title Aug 25 at
the Woonsocket Roller Kingdom,
Woonsocket. R.I. If you're kicking around
the area, slop by and root for Portland's
champ.
Meln. S.nlor a.m.e Two-day
statewide competition Sap 14-15 for
older adults win be held in Bangor and
Portland. Track, swimming , bowling,
golf. tennis, table tennis, racquetball,
bicycling , horseshoes, basketball,
softball throw and football throw are the
sporta represented. Seniors will compel9
in five age categories: 55-59, 60-64, 6569, 70-74, and 80 and older. Entry fee is
$5, which includes t-shirtandcer1ificate
of participation (eX1ra fee for bowling
and golf). Entry forms are available at
any Casco Northern Bank office or
through the Southern Maine Area
Agency on Aging. Formore information,
call 775-6503.

AppelechlenMountein Club Upoorn ing
trips from the dub's Pinkham Notch
headquarters in New Hampshire:
Exploringthe Anaoscoggin Headwal9rs
Aug 1&-19. Forreservationsorworkshop
information, call 466-2727.
Beginner Backpecker . .d C.mplnll
Workshop sponsored by the
Appalachian Mountain Club Aug 17·19.
Learn about trip and meal planning, first
aid, map reading, low·impact camping .
For more information, call (603) 4662727.
BIking In Freeport end Vermouth
Casco Bay Bicycle Club is hosting a
regular Wednesday evening ride on the
back roads of Freeport and Yarmouth at
6 pm. For location of rides, call Charlie
at 865-3636 or Ketra at 8~4402.
Mersh Netur. C.nter 8umm.r
programs: Canoe Tours daily 10-11 :30
am. Tue and Thu &-7:30 pm ($61$5 for
members, $71$6 for non-member): Salt
Marsh Adventure, walk explores unique
ecology of the sak marsh, Man 9:30-11
am, Thu 2-3:30 pm ($2 for members, $3
for non-members): Dawn Birding, look
and isten for egrits , glossy ibis, herons,
ducks, willets and swallows, Wed 78:30 am ($2 for members. $3 for nonmembers). Maine AuciJbon Society's
Scarborough Ma,,;h Nature Center is
located on Route 9 in Scarborough. For
more information on any of the above
programs, call 883-5100.
B., BIcycle Club Upcoming
Trips: Sizzling Tuesdays in North
Windham (30 miles), Tuesdays, 5:30
pm, meet at Sizzler Steak House. North
Windham (Gary Davis, 892~257); Rise
and Shine Ride (30 miles), Aug 18, 9
am, meet at Yarmouth Shop N Save
(Chris Kinney, 688·4450): Historic
Newburyport to Plum Island (30 miles),
Aug 19, 8 am. meel at Back Cove Shop
N Save (Marcia Feller. 879-9014);
Mountain Bike the Otter Ponds in
Stanash , Aug 25 (Dave Dysinger, 8543029) : Buxton Boroughs (30 miles). Aug
26, 8:30 am, meet at Plummers Store,
routes 112 and 22 (Randa Thomas,
727-3201); Third Annual Club Century Gorham, Kezar Falls, Sanford - Sap 8,
7 am, meet at Gorham Shop N Save
(Jeny Tipton, 799-2821); Second Annual
Cow Chip Corner Fling. Sap 8 (Jim
Thorne, 772-2821); Bar Harbor
Weekend with MOAC, Sap 14-16, meet
at Back Cove Shop NSave at 5 pm (Sue
Raymond, 871-0264) ; North/South
Berwick area Sap 23 (Uz Vezeau, 6465396): SecondAnnual Bear Notch Ride,
Sap 29. 8 am, meet at Gorham Shop N
Save to carpool (Mike Morrison. 7728465): Ossipee Mountain Ride and Fire
Tower Hike (37 miles). Oct 6, 9 am,
meet at Gorham Shop N Save (Evelyn
Cookson, 854 -5029 . For more
information on club activities, call the
Ouldoor Hodine at n4-1118.
Meine Women Outdoors HIking end
BIcycling Day trips are open to aM
women 18 and older: bicycling in Cape
Elizabeth Aug 18; camping, biking and
hiking in Acaaa National Park Sap 7-9,
$20; bicycling in IIseboro Sep 16;
Baldplate Mountain Day Hike, Sap 23;
canoeing on the Haraseeket River,
Freeport Sap 30. For more information,
write Maine Women Outdoors, RR 113
Box 343, Augusta, 04330 or call 5473919.
Qet Your Peddle Wet Bring your kayak
for evening paddes Thursday evenings
at 6 pm through Labor Day at East End
Beach in Portland. Formore information ,
call Jeff Wescott at 772-5357.
Pizza Ride 10·20 m~e ride along the
ocean and marshes of Cape Efizabeth
and Scarborough with the Casco Bay
Bicycle Club ThursQaYs at 6 pm at Pars
Pizza. Route One. near Oak Hill in

Hlstcwy of Dunstan Marshes Learn
about local history, saltwater farming,
shipbuilding, and trade by ship and rail
Aug 17,9:30-11 am at MaineAudubon's
Scarborough Marsh Nature Center in
Scarborough. Cost is $2 for Audubon
members, $3 for non-members. For
more information, call 883-5100.
BIrd Welk See nature trails and birds in
their early morning splendor Aug 18,8
am at the Wells Natural ESluarine
Reserve at Laudholm Farms in Wells.
HoUrs: Tue-Sat, 10am-3pm, Sun noon3 pm. Tours daily Tue-Sat 10 a.m.,
Thurs 6 p.m ., Sun at 1. For more
information, can 64&-1555.
Meln. Outdoor Adventur. Club
Upcoming trips: wilderness canoe trip
on Lake Umbagog Aug 18-19 (846·
3036); overnight trip to Maxie Bald M1 in
Kennebec River region Aug 17·19(77223tl).
"Blue. end Belulles of Th. 8t.
Lewrence
Rlv.r,"
four -day
whalewatching trip in one of the prime
whale watching spots in North America
Aug 23-26 from Portland. Reservations
are required for all trips. For more
information on these and other trips, call
781-2330.

"-tum of tIM alente AlI-new dinosaur

Auc:tIonIFIN MarUtAnnuai Lions Club

show feature ten moving Dinamation
creations set in their natural habitat
through Sep 3. Presented by the
Children's ~seumof Maine, the exhibit
can be seen at the former t - Dodge
sales location, 191 Rverside St.,justoff
Exit 8, Portland. Hours are Sun-Thu 10
am-5 pm, Fri until 8 pm. Admission is
$3.50 per person; children under 2 are
aanitted free. Admission is $2.50 for
members 01 The Children's Museum.
For more information. call 797-KITE.
South Portlllnd R8CNStI0n is offering
a youth soccer program for boys and
girls in grades 3-6, a flag footbaU program
for boys in grades 4&5 ·and is c0sponsoring a tackle football program for
boys in grade 6. Registration Sap 7 from
6-7 pm . Participants must be
accompanied by a parent For more
information call 799-7996.
Art Studio CIe_For Kids Fresh Paint,
1 Blue Heron Drive, Brunswick, offers
studio classes for preschoolers: am or
pm 2 1/2 hr. sessions, studio and
classroom sellings. Apply now for 9091 school year. Class size limited. Full,
part-time & drop-in day care also
available. For more information, ca1172b-

auction (10 am-4 pm) and flea marflet (8
am-4 pm) Aug 18 at the K·Martparking
lot RIB. 11295 in Scamorough, rain or
shine. Bid on hundreds of valuable items
ike books, furniture, appliances, sports
equipment, and more. Refreshments
avaiable.
F......, FestIvel Dsr at the Round Top
Center for The Arts Music, workshops.
demonstrations, aeative activities and
a wide variety of enlBrtainment Aug 18,
10 am-4 pm. Evening performance of
Shoestring Theatre's "In Ufe There Are
Blows So Hard." an original production
about the slaw trade, followed by a
Midsummer Night's Celebration of
stories . music and more around a
bonfire. Admission is $2. Round Top
Center for The Arts, Roule One,
Darmiscotta. For more information, call
563-1507.
O.....t.r Portland Kite FestIvel Kite
demonstrations, giant bubbles, prizes
for funniest kites. best decorated kites
etc. Aug 19, 11 am-3 pm at Fort Williams
Park, Cape Elizabeth. Proceeds benefit
Pine Tree Society for Handicapped
Children. For more information, call the
Pine Tree Society at 774-9280.
In Th. 8hedow of the Whit.
Mountains AUlhor and historian
Randall Bennett leads a a tour of many
of Oxford County's villages, including
Fryeberg, Waterford Flat and Bethel
Aug 22. 9 am-4:30 pm. Meet al Shop N'
Save Plaza, Baxter Boulevard, Portland.
The Greater PorUand landmarks Tour
is $35 per person. For more information
on Landmarks Summer Tour Program,
call n4·5561 .
Antlqu. ao.t Regette and Exhibition
Two days of waterfront activities
featuring boats built beforel950 at the
Maine Maritime Museum, 243
Washington St., Bath . Parade from
Maine Maritime Museum dock to Stinson
Cannery Aug 19. 12 noon. Entry fee for
eld1ibitis$45. Formore information, call
4431316.
Aull 23, 7:30 am-7:30 pm; foliage trip to
Lake Wimipesauke Sap 27, 8 am-5 pm ;
and Spirit of Boston, cruise of Boston
Harbor and shopping trip Oct 25, 9 am7 pm. For more informalion on any of
these trips, call 799-7996 .
Fooble the Robot Maine Mall presents
Foobie the Robot of movie, IBlevision
and talk show fame. Bring your camera
and your questions to the Mallon Aug
23-25.Showsat2, 4and7pm. Formore
information call 774-Q303.
Tent Meetings Cnlssd. The Greater
Portland Evangelical Ministers present
a series of tent meetings, including
lectures, sermons and gospel music
from 7 pm on Aug 24-Sap 1 in Deering
Oaks Park. For more information call
892-4461
Brazlllen Percussion .nd Denc.
Workehop
Gary
Muszynski
(percussion) and Sheila Bellefleur
(dance) offer a workshop on Samba
percussion and dance Aug 25 7-9 pm
and Aug 26 10 am-5 pm at Casco Bay
Ma\l9rS School of Jazz, 341 Cumberland
Ave., Portland. For more information
and tickets, call 871-1013.
SocIel aroup for single people ages 3555 Sight seeing , camping. bowling,
dancing. trips. etc. For more information,
call 856-1174 between 5-0 pm.
Welklng Tour of the Old Port Guide
Richard Bowman will describe the
waterfront area's development and
identify the buildings the pre-<late the
Great Fire if 1866 as weI as the late 19th
century blocks of Victorian structures
Aug 25, lOam. Meet at the Lobsterman
Statue, Middle and Temple streets,
Portland . The Greater Portland
landmarks Tour is $2 for members, $3
fornon-members. For more information
on landmarks Summer Tour Program,
call n4-5561 .

4983.
Mummlcholls and Mareh Muck
Chance for kids to explore the plants
and animals of the marsh using all five
senses in discovery-oriented, fun-filled
activities Tue and Fri, 9:30-11 am. Cost
is $2 for Maine AUdobon Society
members, $3 for non-members. Maine
AUdobon Society's Scarborough Marsh
Nature Center is located on Route 9 in
Scarborough. For more information on
any of the above, call 883-5100.

c._

~h . ForrrKWeinkMTnation,cal

799-1085.
Outdoor Trip Hotline Latest bicycling,
hiking, camping, canoeing and other
trips sponsored by the Casco Bay
Bicycle Club and the Maine Outdoor
Adventure Club. Cal 774- 1118.
Wolf. N.ck Wood. Stet. Park
8ummer Netur. Progrem Nature
programs are offered daily through Aug
16 and on weekends through Labor
Day. The programs indudeawalk, short
talks and other activi ties . Each
Wednesday a program for chilaen (and
adults) "Fun In Nature" is being offered.
Other program are given on a rolating
basis, including "Osprey Watch: "The
Shore Tour" and "Wildflower Walk.' All
tours begin at 2 pm by the big sign in the
second parking lot Wolfe Neck Woods
State Park is located in Freeport. For
more information on program schedule,
call~465.

FOR
KIDS
Art, Netur. . .d D.nce Connection
Sharing experiences through which
children, 7-11 yearsold, createartforms
of their own expression (through Aug
17),9am-l pmatYarmouthHighSchooi.
For more inkMTnation, call Yarmouth
Community Services at 846-9680.
RullMry Jernm performs a show of
music for kids Aug 9, 12:30 pm at the
Bandstand in Deering Oaks Park,
Portland. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 874~793 .
Mereh Explor.r. Club Children
discover the wonders of the marsh
through art, games and hands-on
investigation Aug18 and 25, 10 am-12
pm at Maine Audubon's Scarborough
Marsh Nature Center in Scarborough.
Cost is $20 for Audubon members, $25
for non-members. Formore information,
call 883-5100.
Magic Theater A large cast of kids are
featured in skits that celebrate chiktlood
(through Aug 29), Tue-Wed at 7:30 pm
atthe Schoolhouse Center for The Arts,
Sabago la~ Village. Tickets are $4 for
both adults and children. For more
information, call 642-3743
8 ....n DrIes performs a show for kids
Aug 16. 12:30 pm at the Bandstand in
Deering Oaks Park, Portland. Free and
open to the public. For more infonnation ,
calI874~793.

ahost Stortes et the Observetory
Storyteller Susan Dries teRs haunting
ghost stories and chilling folk tales Aug
16, 7 pm at the Portland Observatory,
Munjoy Hill, Portland. Cost is $3 for
aciJlts, $1 for kids. Reservations are
encouraged. For more information, call
774-5561 .
PHks Islend Children's Festlvel
Games, entertainment, food , raffle Aug
19, 11 :30 am-2:30 pm at Greenwood
Gardens. Peaks Island. Femes leave
Casco Bay Unes Ferry Tenninal at 10:15
and 11 :15. For more information, call
766-2854.
Three Tel. . From Klpllnge Just So
Stories Krackerjack Theater Co., a
nationally-touring children)s theater
company, perform Aug 21,7 pm at the
Winslow Homer Center for the Arts,
Scarborough High School. Tickets are
$1 for children, $2 for adults. For more
information, call 88J-.4723.

ETC
RemembarWhen Field Day "9OSouthem
Maine Area Agency on Aging will
sponsor their annual field day Aug 16,
10 am-3 pm at Thornton Academy in
Saco. Displays and entertainment from
the '40s wijl be leatured. Lunch is $4.
For more information or reservations.
call 775-0503.
Trapper Educetlon Course Maine Dept
of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife offers a
course required for anyone applying for
an adult trapping license who has not
previously heldone. The course is being
oIferedAug 16, &-1 0 pm at Merrymeeting
Sportsman'sAssociation, Foreside Rd.,
Topsham or Aug 18, 8 am-l0 pm at
Windham-Gorham Rod and Gun Club
in South Windham. Course emphasizes
furbearing management. tools of the
trade, trapped animals, trapping laws
and regulations and field setting of traps.
For more information, cal Lou Haskell
at7~9797.

M.ln. Hlghl.nd a.mes Scottish
athletics, food and culture. Clan dinner
6 pm on Aug 17 at New Meadows Inn,
West Bath. Athletics,performancesand
demonstrations 9amto5 pm on Aug 18,
Thomas Point Beach, Brunswick. Cash
prizes forcontestants in athletics, dance.
Tickets $6 in advance, $7 at the galB.
For more information, call 582-7197.
Enriched Golden AQ. Club invited
people ~60to Weci1esday lunclleons
and programs . The schedule of
programs is as follows: Aug 22, "Price is
Right" by Golden Age Players: Aug 29,
Casco Bay facts by Arthur Forestall.
Cost is 51.50. Luncheons are held at
297 Cumberland Ave., PorUand. For
reservations, call n4-6974.
CerrIege Houses of Portlend's West
End PortIand's 19th century carriage
house. are intriguing examples of
adapliw reuse of historic structures.
Ursula Baier leads a walking tour of
these carriage houses Aug 18. 9 :3011 :30 am. Meet at the comer of West
Street and the Western Promenade.
The Greater Portland landmarks Tour
is $2 for members, $3fornon-members.
For more information on Landmarks
Summer Tour Program, call n4-5561 .
Su.-.-81zz1er City Theaterinvites you
to an alcohol-free party . Watennelon
and "Anderson Com" figure heavily in
this event. and only Susan McCormick
knows what else. Tickets are $1 . Fun
commences at 10:30 am on Aug 18 at
the Ferry Beach State Park on Bayview
Rd. in Saco. For more information cal
282-0849.

01 .....11 Mel CrNtIvItycoursewiH seek
to broaden creativity and enhance
drawing skills, Aug 25-26. Course
instructor will be Unda Joe Russell of
the Center for Educational Applications
of Brain Hemisphere Research, Calif.
State U. at Long Beach .[cost?] For more
information, call (603) 466-2721.

Art in the Making
August 15 - 21
See five of the artists featured in the
exhibition The Boat Show: Fantastic
Vtsstls, FiClitmal Voyagts as they
"build" their remarkahle boat

sc ulptures. Also, don't miss gallery
ta lks by these Boat Show a r tists:

presents

Gr.g

Hennon

Thursday, AuguSl 16 at 12:30 p.m.

MONDAY, AUGUST 27,1990

Mlche.ISheughne. .y

John Hiatt

Thu rsday.AuguSl I 6at5: 15 p.m .
Merk Roey.r

Fl'iday, August 17 at 12:30 p.m.

Tickets: $15 in advance
$17 day of the show
Tickets Available at
T-Birds & Record Exchange

Larry Klrklend,
Robert Stackhouse, end
Robert Hubeny

Tuesday, August ~ 1 at 12:30 p.m.
Ga ller y talks are Iree with Museum
admission; on Thursday even ings
ad mi ssion is abo free (made

126 .orlll Boyd St., Portland, ME. n3-8040

possible by UNUM Charitable
Foundation).

_.

Th" Boal Show is made pussible by

generous grants from R.F.
Haffenrcffl'r IV Charitable Trust
and Fleet Bank with contributions

from WCSH·IY
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AMIGOS
MEXICAN fOOD
SINCE 1972

9 DANA STREET
OLD PORT, PORnAND

772-0772

living Tapestries:
Moments to Remember
(1/2 hr.)
Tools lor I Changing World
(1/2 hr.)
Health Views
Ethical choices in tough situations
(1 hr.)
Gourmet Cooking
Roe 01 Brown Flounder

(1 hr.)

Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. 9am-noon.
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & Scar·
borough. Channel varies in Gorham.

Again this
year,
we're
suffering
frofll
•
exceSS1ve
plaque
buildup.
•
•
•
•

THE

MOVIES

AUGUST 15-19

Ii II
AUGUST 17-18

WED-FRI 7,9;15
SAT-SUN 1,7

"'"

FRl-5AT 11:30

[EJ

AUGUST 22-26

WED-SAT 7,9

SAT-SUN MAT 1

ii;~1
.

.

~

771·9600

Station of the Year
Best Same-day Newscast
Best Election Coverage
Best Sports Special

f11\'l1!': I
Portland's News!Ta)k Station
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MALE COllEGE STUDENTS 10
!IJ8 00 make sane spoocfr1g money.
Single willie male wantes rub down
weakly at my private pad or I can
travel. Discreet and confidential
only. Send best way to contact.
Wnle 10 CBW Box 210

catering

roommates

WHOLE FOODS Cooking Classes
lor folks in transition to a balenced
vegetarian eating style. Seplember
10,17 and 24. !HI pm. 3 sessions- t
$45 for all 3. Call 774-8889 for t
more inmation or registration.

auc~ons

8ud~ions

child care
dating 981Vices
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs

stull for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sale

real estate. for sale
real estate. for rent

deadline: noon Monday use the coupon or call Melissa Johnson at 775·6601
erson to erson
DECIDEDLY DOWNSCALE SWM
despera1e1y seeks slender, friendly
and affectionate F 25-35 who
prelers having a serious good time
to social climbing. fm 31 , 5'9·,
160lbs, have blond hair, green eyes
and the desire to meet someone
special. How about you?
Phone/photo please to CBW Box
346 TPL 22238

PERSONAL
OFTHE WEEK
Winner receives two free movie lickets
compliments of Ihe Maine Mall Cinema!

CAN YOU BELIEVE this? SWM
00, well-built handsome, charming,
winy seeks attractive, well-read,
SF to spoil. There must ba a catch I
Find out: write CBW Box 34 7

Irs THE DATING GAMEl
Your first question to these attractive,
professional, DWF (32-35) is "Where would
I find you on a vacation and how
would I recognize you?" Bachelorette #1:
On an island beach wearing a smile and
a tan_ #2: Western slopes, sunglasses,
no hal, pink jumpsuit. #3 The plaza, NY,
Donna Karan dress, gelling ready for the
Museum. Attractive D/SWM, 28-42, should
make selection and write to PO Box 2654,
South Portland, ME 04106

WELL-REAO SWM 26 seeks
extraordinary woman for
extraordinary relationship. I enjoy
great conversation, politICS, travel
and the outdoors. I have a strong
sense of adventure. I need a woman
who can provide the sparkle, wit
and romance my life needs and
offer the same in return. CBW Box
348
DWM 45 I'M 5'8" but seek female
5'8" or laller. Someone who is into
sporis, isn't afraid of movies with
sex or violence and isn't shy to
playfully rough it up. CBW Box
349
FUN LOVING FEMALE. 40's.
Seeking non smoking male partner
for ballroom dance classes in the
Fall.Box 134, 202 US Route 1,
Falmouth, ME 04105
LONELY SKI NUT would like to
meet Snow Bunny to help me
through the hot summer months. rm
a DWM, 36, non-smoker, not
unattractive with no kids. I also
enjoy motorcycles, camping, hiking
and th~ beach. I love to dance, to
rock and roll. I'm not into rap,
smokers or the bar scene. Letter
and proto appreciated. Write PO
Box 123, So. Windham ME, 04082
YOU ARE A S/DIMWF, 25-45,
height and weight proportionate,
seeking " be you I fm a MWM, 43,
6',180, the same. Let's ba intimate
friends. rm muscular in build,
handsome, sensitiIIe, sensuous, sexy,
understanding, kind, gentle,
attentive, honest in need of a
woman who win explore and trust.
Discretion
assured .
Phone/address. Tell me about you.
CBW Box 351 TPl22239

..
,

•

Kyou have pIa:ed an ad in fle Casco Bay weekly
persoras,
ad is a.JornaticaJy enEI8d n he
PERSCJNAL W'THE WEEK 00I"Est We are looking
for ad; flat are ~, witty and ll1.
Wmers wi receive Nir ticII8Is n he maio

DWM BUSINESS man, 39, seeks
female companion for funfilled
activities such as camping, fIShing,
canoeing, beach, movies, theater,
dancing, bowing, music!rld cooking.
Also should be able " lay back and
relax with book, tv or talk near
fireplace, etc. Country setting
near Por~and . Attractive, high
personal hygiene and a strong
positive attitude a musl All replies
answered. Send photo. CBW Box
341
DWM,
34,
MusicianiWriteriDesigneriRomant
ic. Enjoys walks, talks, good food,
travel, biking, frisbee, pounding
nails, splitting wood and touching.
Seeks NS positive, creative DWF
or SWF 25-40 who's not afraid to
dream. You're semi-domestic. You
appreciate dirt roads, smal towns,
sky scrapers and all right cafes.
You're willing to work hard. You
pet a kick out of the simple things
In life and you yeam lor a mutually
supportive, well-rounded, loving
relationship. Write and tell me
abou1 yourself. P1ease send pro"
and phone' CBW Box 354
CLEAN, MARRIED COUPLE
seeks males or couples for funfilled
and exciting times and fulfill
fanlasies of the 90's. Send letter
and photo if possible. PO Box 295,
Pordand, ME 04112 TPL 22241

CIAO BELLA- 01 DOVE? Ate
you missing Roma? Meet me at the
Portland Museum of Art's ~
lWn4 exhibillon and, in the airGWM, 42, APPEALING , conditioned cool, we can rekindle
ATTRACTIVE WHITE ETHNIC masculine, sensitive, serene, alone.
male 30, seeks down-to -earth, Seeks one nice GWM (non-smoker) the lame of the Elemal City.
open-minded female. Well-read, who cherishes quiet times, solid
and into the arts, music, nature, values and is serious about a DWF, 33, SINCERE, attractive,
sports, etc. CBW Box 336
relationship. PO Box 4632, down-ta-earth, seeks emotionally
and financially secure man, 32-43
Portland, ME 04112
GWM 30'S West of Port, clean SWM, 24, semi-professional, nice for important relationship. I enjoy
cut, good guy, thoughtful and average guy with average looks the outdoors, dancing, biking,
loving. Seeks MASC man to share (Hey, I don' mind the truth). My downhill skiing, sharing laughter,
all of Iffe's many good things. Vices Interests include, reading the good times, and friendship. No
okay- no drugs, drunks or phonies. classics, lis1ening " and collecting smokers or drugs. Photo
Need to share com panionship a different types of music, appreciated. CBW Box 335
must. You're out there somewhere. attemptir. to fly fighter kites, MARRIED BISEXUAL Female
Write I Thanks. CBW Box 324
photogra i~ bits and pieces of seeks Female soulmate lor intimate
YOUNG PROFESSIONAL male, Portlan, fighting with my friendship. Honesty appreciated,
23, athletic, easygoing. Seeking pe<sonaI oomputer and so on. fd like sense of humor a plus. Write and
discree~ intimate relationship with
to meet a fun-loving, intelligen~ tell me all about yourself, I know
attractive older wom an who can petite, attractive SF 20-30 for you're out there. CBW Box 352
teach me to live and love more lun and games, friendship and HITHERE : HAPPYcouples~
passionately. Photo would be maybe a little romance. Send me ~ Bi-Gay female "COfnplete our lives,
apprecialed. PO Box 4741 , interesting letter, a photo and easy going no big hang upe. Great
Portland ME, 04112
introduce yourself. CBW Box 344 times. CBW Box 342 TPL22237

SM, 31, SEEKS oompanions from
the fringes. Ate you resisting social
programming and want to share
your exploration of different
realities and experiences? Write
me-POB 15086, Portland, ME
04101 . TPl 22234

GWM,
35,
MEDICAl
professional, dark hair, beard, true
cancerian, seeking friendship,
COfnpanionship, sincerity, honestycompatibility which oould lead to
untold possibilities. I enjoy romantic
dinners, theatre, outdoors, music
of all kinds, quiet times, dancing,
WANTED FOR SAFE, fresh fun. 2 trevel- would [Ike to meet 30-45,
young, bright women " join 2 young affectiona1e and sensitive who hal'8
bright men who are available for oome to terms with their sexuality
Casoo Bay boating and other and wants to share their life with
pleyful ~enture. Call the TPlline someone special. Why am I still
now for spontaneous outing single? No one has been wise
information.this one's well wortf1 enough to grab me. Ate you that
parson? CBW Box 345
the 95cll TPL 22236
BISEXUAl MARRIED woman
looking for kindred spir~ to be a

:~a~,~~~~n:::m~k::.~a
threasomes. Write PO Box 4417,
Portland ME 04101 TPL 22236
BLONDE, BRUNETTE,

I'

heiredcan haveprolessional,
your pick? We
are
3 You
mid-20's,
interesting, sexy and funl We're
each kxlI<rV
someone who is
healthy minded body and soul,
intelligent and good-looking (to
us). We are just doing this for the
adventure and possible romance.
We want to meet some
excitingldecent single guys. Well
only oonsider letters with photo.
PO Box 17752, Portland, ME
04101

TIRED OF LOOKING for Mr.
Right and finding Mr. Wrong? look
no further. Attractive SWM 27,
who enjoys music, movies, sunsets,
walks on the beach and quiet
romantic evenings. Sound good to
you? K you are a SWF 25-29,
attractive, let me hear from you
and we'll let the aood times begin.
CBW Box 353 fpL 22240

BiWF, 26,

easy~,seekssame,

25-40, to share quiet, intimate
moments with me and my boyfriend.
Send short note, photo and phone
•. Will reply to air. CBW Box 343

p-

-ALKING
ERS@NAL

1
'
)

black-

"meet

SF 24, professional, interests:
cooking, biking, hiking, camping,
sailing, politics, and wacky humor
ISO SM with an offbeat sense of
humor for COfnpanionshiplromance.
Send something unusual to CBW
Box 339
HEY YOU IN the red Volvo, what a
fine treat to see you at the beachespecially enjoyed the view behind
you. How'd you ike " oome out- end
play? OK... See you at 3D'S
Thursday nite? CBW Box 340
JIMMY C, EGADS! No response
to last weell's clue. Could ~ be that
you didn't get it, or that I don't
(meaning: you're just not
interesting). Remember my box "
irs the same, and rm stiR gameHow 'bout you? SS CBW Box 957

body & soul

Call for a free
consultation.

767-1366
Ponland

783-1500
Auburn

Always imitated bUl never equaled.

=~aI~~ut y~~r ~m~
Weekly's Class~ed8. Cell 775-

famtly difflcullies or separatedfrom

6601 for more information.

addiclions • deatb-dying • healing • spirituaJ
success- personal and business

,

I

LESBIAN COUNSELING group.
A weekly counseling group for
women who wish to explore
themselves more fully. Group will
baain Tuesday, September 11 at
5::l'Oprn at 232 St. John St,
Portland. Cost is $70Imonth.
Group will ba co-led bV 2
therapists. For more information,
please call 775-7927 and leave
message.
Confidentiality
respec1ed_
SUPPORT GROUP for men and
women: Exchange fatigue and
thought eddictions for energy and
self-esteem, through use of
relaxation, meditation, and psychic
direction I Weekly meetings. Call
Carole Curran, Director 8710032.

t

counselor, hypnoHst, psychic

:
t

persoiral development classes

loved ones?
No problem too big or too small
that I cannot help with.

by apppintment 871-0032

As a circle 01 women we shall reclaim our feminine
history and a-eate an experience of deep and personal
connection with !he divine woman w~hin . Class 6rrited
to six people. Starts mid-September. Cal 799-4927 lor brochure.
Kathleen IAcKuai, MA. Jungian-based Therapy for Women

Treatment for Addictions, ACOA Issues, and Co-dependency
Individuals, Groups and Couples

Lucy Co Chudzik
207-761-9096
Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor

477 Congress Street. Portland, ME 04lO1

1*****·********····*·*·***··****.

: ~~ !ll$Yl!lJI9(gS tJJ!Y ~ ~
:.
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:
ASTROWGY :

...

• Arc you IC>Cking hdp and advice on all
p_roblc:ms such u Love, Marriage, Buaincs.
• No problem .0 great she cannot hdp you
• Come in Today· Feel bctttr Tomorrow

..
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE I In ..
•
order to expand our residential ..
..
program the Maybe Someday -II
Bookstore will be observing new
871-7134
:
hours. 1 to 6 Monday thru :
Saturday or bV appointmenl 195 ..
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT ~:
Congress St. on Munjoy Hill, : ~ 927 Brighton Avenue' Portland, Maine V
..
.~
be'-1levinsky's and The Whole
*** •••••••••• ** •••••••••••••• ** ••
Grocer. 773-3275

.

Ed Chanin

ASTROLOGY READINGS
Scarborou

WAY OF WOMEN

..

.

.

883-9255

Maine

INTRODUCTORY
MYERS BRIGGS
TYPE INDICATOR
WORKSHOP
Led by

DONIT
WAIT

M, DIV_
September 8, 1990
9 am-4 pm

CascoB9.I
~EKL:

A POSITIVbAFRRMING
USEFUL PERIENCE
For brochure Ind inlonnltlon
call n3-1314

Classified
deadline is

•••

C. WAITE MACLIN

Brooke Alexander, M. Div.
Pastoral Counselor
Trealment for addictions and co-dependency
Help wnh self-alienation and shame
Individuals, couples and groups
Groups beglnnln.o. mid-September

775-1771

Portland, ME

,

INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER

PSYCHIC

48 Deering Street

1-800-327-1126
Guaranteed
: Free psychic
results
, reading by phone

!~~~~~!!?":.?..~':!!."~_'!"!!!~~~!Z.':!':..~~J
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"I
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N'~'vorS q, "USI
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Barbara L Wilson BSR

....

Rehabilltation Consultant

Worried, troubled, sick, corifused, bavlng

: Carole B. Curran, MS, CSW-IP ,

With Casco Bay Weekly's Talking Personals
you can not only read the personals, you can also
listen to them and leave a message of your own!

BUSINESS OWNERSI ff your
business has lots of pest due or
uncollectible accounts, MSI will
oollect them for you br under $22

Talking Personals are a quick and easy way to
find out more about the person placing the ad,
to share more about yourself, or jUst to see
who's out there.

eachl 761·9898

Whenever you place a Person-to-Person ad in
Casco Bay Weekly, you will be assigned a
Talking Personal number (fPL), free! You can
leave an outgoing message so that others can hear
and leave messages of their own for you!
To listen to the Talking Personals in this issue,
just follow these simple instructions:
1. Dial 1-900-896-2824 from any touchtone phone.
Each call costs 954 per minute, billed to your phone.
2. When the machine answers, dial access ccxie 22.
3. The machine will ask for a specific number.
Enter the "I'PL' number listed at the end of

the ad you wish to respond to.
4. listen to the recorded message·, and lea.ve
your response if you wish.
All caIJ.s are .."..,.ned. Obocene messages will be deleted.
tPet'son·to..'Person advertl5ers may choose not to
leave an outgoing message.

Mf!?/~~

You've seen me on Donahue and U.S.A Today.
As the oldest dating service in N.E., we have
introduced thousands of singles with caring
concern and affordable rates. Why not you?
We're not just another
dating service.
We're Compatibles.

and Advisor
on all problems of life

Bussey. lolA CEDT 77>7927
WORKSHOPSI Tel our 40,000

---------------------------,

, DREAM OF ClEANING" your
tub, kitchen, fIocn- your complete
home or office. I offer thorough,
dependable, professional cleaning.
Weekly, bimonthly, monthly or one
shot cleanings. Call Martha, 7738784
RENT A WIFE Attention busy
executives. rm the person who can
take care of all your domestic
needs. I can take a few more clents:
cleaning, laundry, shopping,
organization, cooking, errands, etc.
call 879-7049 for appointment.
References required.
RENT A HUSBAND ladies, I have
a limited numbar of openings.
Services include: painting,
yardwork, general househofd
maintenance, lifting, tugging and
hauling. Call 879-1049 for
appointment. References required.
COllEGE STUDENT with truck
avaiabIe to do odd jobs end moving.
Very handy and can fix most
anything. Experienced mover who
win move you for less. 77<1-2159,

..pne

"The Dating Service That Cares"

-;:::===:::::::M::::::S==B==AXTER:::::==:=====t

COUNSELING FOR EATING and
body image issues. Individual a n d .
group therepy available. CaH lisa
Spiritual Reader

781-5041

Psychotherapy Center of Maine
Sarah). Bulley, LCSW
Psychotherapist
• Life l'r....,,,,_ • RelMknlsblJ> Addfcl_.
• Self EsI.,_ / E...pow_ • GNUkd RefHJr'f!1IIhIg

871-9256

REAI!l'Y THERAPY

Monday
at Noon

certl8ed tber.oplst
personal growth. grief
deptession • addiclion.
n..",,__

774-8149

LOftIJn"'x-IrLauIy, MA

biz services

dati n servi ces

Compatibles

BODY MASSAGE Enrich your fife
through the banefits of massage.
Nourish yoursalf bV improving
circulation, detoxification,
increasing body awareness and
relaxing lour bodylmind. Cell
Pamela Richards lisT. at 7756636

21
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D1;r.~~es~'¥.:s~~2v~E
24 Hour Service

STORAGE FACILITY,
Near
O\.wtslRn Comer. Sefe. diy, I18QJre
storage. Lowest rates. Cell
beIweiIn gem and 12noon. CAlI Dan
883-6635

GETTING MARRIED?
NEED A SCHOOL, FAMILY OR BUSINESS PORTRAIT?
IItc_ IItc. etc_

Rick Crockett Photography
774-4732

HAVE A
PERSONAIlZED

THE AFFORDABlE CHOICE FOR ALL OCCASIONS

HATE TO WRITE LETTERS?

YOUR FAVORITE
CROSSWORD

Let us write lyrical, lucid, and letter-perfect personal
and business letters for you! Speeches, ceremonies,
and messages to mark special occasions, too!

773-4772

Tom &Jerry's
Car Wash
HAND WASH

IS BACK
RV's, Trucks & Vans
welcome
Bradlee's
Shopping Center
Westbrook
Monday to Saturday 8-5

FREE FREE FREE
Junk car and truck removal
My condition
car carrier available

CALL 774-0268

EN'llRJSlASI'
.. BIRTHDAYS

1-800-827-8010

BAR OF SOAP
PUB
LAUNDRY
28 Milk Street
H
I
D

$1 Draft
Proprietor
Mark
"Unarmed"

E
R

WHY ISN'T

YOUR

AD
HERE?
775-6601

FALMOUTH RENTAL heated, 2
room, kitchenette, and bath,
includes utils, laundry, short walk"
beach. $475 month. No pats. Cell
781-5205.

SOUTH PORTlAND: Avail.
August 1sl New house for rent.
2BR, wal~to-wall carpeting, deck,
yard, garage. 5 minutes from Mill
Creek, 15 minutes to beaches.
sa95lmonth, + utils. Sorry, no
pets. 799-9265

EASTERN PROM AREA
wonderful loft apt, 2 BR, large
living area, fantastic views,
parklng. $575 + elec. 3BR. Huge
yard, paJ1<ing, quiet neighborhood.
$650 + utils. 879-0432 or 7724334

PORTLAND: 2BR, near USM and
MMe. Rehabbed, secure building
with interoom. Heat and all utils
incl! $55Oimonth + security. Cell
856-0016 anytime.

WESTERN PROM AREA avail
911, large 2 112 BR in historic
building, off street parking,
laundry, $650 inc. all utlls. 7672530
lANDLORDS: $7 A WEEK to list
your apartment for rent in the
Casco Bay Weekly Classifl8ds. Call
775-6601 for more information
and let 40,000 of Greater
Portfand's most interesting people
know about your YaCa1cies.

.. ANNIVERSARIES
"WEDDINGS
CAll. 772-4344
GREAT FOR BUSINESS
PROMOSAND

BRICK TOWNHOUSE 82 Pine St.
3 room apt $500 includes all utils.
774-4810

NEWSLETIERS

"THE ACCELERATORLoan Accelerator
System

• substanllallnterest
savings
• shorter loan term
• no qualifications
• no refinancing cosll

Call Mark S. Hider
772·1512
L-_ _ _ _ _ _ _---'

PORTLAND 2-3BR hardwood
noors, decks, fully applianced,
working fireplace, 10 minutes wak
to MMe and USM. $65OImonth +
utils. Security deposit. Cell 8742448

o

LANDLORDS:
Leave the worries of renting
yOur apartment to us.

IN TOWN recently renovated
Victorian 1BR condo. Perfect for
single professional, Bay window,
pumpkin pine floors, pocket doors,
fireplece with coal stove, wid, roof
deck
storage
space. Cets ok
$400 and
+ utils.
878-3628

TENANTS;

ARTIST'S STUDIO
announces several

OPENINGS
from $1 00 a month aU
lncIusfve_ We even have
several bay view suites

avalable_ 24 hour access,
no hidden costa. A
building totaUy devoted
to the visual arta_

RESERVE for
September or move
in todaytl

799-4759
WANT TO REACH 40,000 of
Greater Portland's most
interesting readers? Advertise
rour business or service in Casco
Bay Weekly's growing Classifieds
section.

Don' waste time ooking at

1he wrong apt. We'l find 1he
apt. thai su~s your needs.
OPEN 7 DAYS
775-2066

call todayl

FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED (BORDER AD) RATES, CALL MELISSA JOHNSON AT 775-6601

RATES & FINE PRINT
RATES
All charges are per week.

~g~--------------------------------------------------------------

1..900 ..226..2007

cJ 1..900 ..988 ..3136
t§} 1..900 .. 226..2004
~ 1..900.. 226..2006
cJ 1..900..988 ..3137
Q 1..900.. 226..2005
d : 1..900 ..988 ..3138
FREE! FREE !FREE !FREE!FREE!FREE !FREE!
Leave Your Name & Message Call 1..800..388..8274
$5 er min. (3 min. program)

ATTENTION ROOMMATES 5BR
furnished home in 008. Avail. Sept.
" June. $7OOImonth heated. 7744810

APT RENTAL
SPECIALISTS

SUNNY, EARM, 2BR convenient
intown location, big yard, friendly
neighbors. $575 heated. Cell 77>
3278 or 772-8455

'0 1..900.. 226 ..2003
d 1..900 ..988 ..3135
d 1..900 ..988 ..3139

PEAKS ISLAND- exceptional 10
room antique Cape. 4BR
fir::rlaces, furnished, appliances
an wid and dishwasher. No
smoking. Avail. 919190 until sold.
$775 + utils 766-5722

CROSSWORD

PUZZLE
CREATED FOR

LE'ITER BY LE'ITER

BIDDEFORD
APTS 2 BR
unfurnished, heated with garage,
shed, wid hook-ups, no pets.
$425Imonth. $425 deposit. Cell
282-4873

Individual
$1-00

$ 9_00

31-45 words

9-00

11,00

46-60 words

11-00

13_00

,15

_20

Up to

30 words

Each additional word
alter 60

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Category _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address,______________________________

Total Number of Weeks _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City, Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone (days) ____________ (eves) __________

Basic Rate __________________

+ Extra Words at _ ,

Each __________________

CBW Box $5_00/wk _______________
Complete payment must accompany all advertising_
NO REFUNDS_ There Is a $10 charge for all
returned checks_
Bring or mail ads with payment to;
Casco Ba, Weeki,
Classified Dept.
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102
Monday-Friday 9 to 5
or call 775-6601

N_o_C_ha_r-=g'-e___

Talking Personal Line _ _ _ _

yesO noD

Check One
COST PER WEEK _________________
MuHiply cost by number
01 weeks ad will run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TOTAL DUE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o Check or Money Order enclosed
Card'

o VISA
Exp. date

0 Maslert:ard

Business

DEADUNES
Monda, noon lor Tlllmla,'s _spaper.

POLICY

la,

caw will noI prinlills thall88k 10
or sell saual semces
lor money or 10ods, or Ids wHh purely sexual conteat caw.iII
101 prinllull nomes, street Iddll!neI, or pIIone lumbers il the
PERSON TO PERSON seclion. PERSON TO PERSON ,mltisers
lIust eilller provide, Post Office aOllllmber in lheilld ort1$8 the
caw aOl Semce. All inlomtltion colDming PERSON TO PERSON
meltiselS it kept slriclly confidentiat. caw II!SeMS the right to
calagorilll, retuse or nif Ills ~uelO illPIIIIIPriale conlent, ell:.

WHAT IS AWORD?

Aword it coMidered I wOld when Hhas, space on Nt' sida.
AphoM IWmber it one word. Ptincmlion it free.

ERRORS

caw shall IlOl be Ii,blelor Iny typo!IlIphical envrs, omissions,
or changes itt the Id which ~o no Ifleet Ita n~e or contenl 01
tlte ... or lUb$lulially chuge the MIning.

REFUNDS

Classified Ids I .. l1li II!lulllable. Credit will lie mu" .hen I
viable error hs been detennine4,

-

26

Casco Boy Wukly

August 16, 1990

roommates

music lessons wheels

LARGE, MODERN , sunny 2·story
apt in beautiful setting near USM
to share with proM woman, 30's.
N/S. laundry, patio, parking.
$325/month + 112 utils. Avail.
8/15. Call 761 ·2060.

by Lynda Barry

,

3RD ROOMMATE needed for
West End apt. Own room with
private bath and small
studio/study. $3O/month + 113
utils. Deposit required. NIS. Call
after 5, weekdays. 773-0405

--

I LooK OUT 'f\1t WINDOW. SHUTUP. /I I
\jEl\.. Ai MARL~S. "YOL(!"SHE ~fUS BACK.

PROF . MALE SEEKING
roommates for large 2BR apl One
street over from USM. Must be
NlS. $312.50 includes utils and
laundry. Nights 775·1365

A KID 1 NEVE'R SAW BEfoRE 1jEl..L-S \'f-tA\1AJ I-\p,! EVEN ~OUR OWN SISTER SAI.15
StiVT Vp To ':lOVl ! I' /r'I,M'<L~S Sl,\A6S 11-\E
\(ID, \1~ SWGS' I1ER BACK . S~E' R,uNS
IN TI-\E. \-\O\J,SE AN 0 Sc REAM S A'J

GM NIS SEEKS NIS to share
great house on busline in
Woodfords
area .
Nice
neighborhood . Fireplace,
woodstove, large yard. $250 +
utils. 775-7270

ME,

FALMOUTH HOUSEMATE
wanted, NIS, M,f to share 4 BRl4
bath exec. home With 2 other
professional people. Space inel
deck, modern Idthen, garage, Wid .
lovely deoor, all amenities for $310
+ 1/3 utls + heat. (sac. dep. rae'd)
Call Brooke at 781·5041

...

FEMALE WANTED, NIS m share
charming quiet apt with 2 others.
WID perking great deck. No pets.
Western Prom area. $275 + sac.
dep. and 1/3 utils. CaH Irma 871·
0684. leave message.
MATURE
NON·SMOKING
professionals, M,f wanted m share
ciloice of 2 locations: 4BR near
Back Cove or 3 BR at Uttle
Sebago Lake. $250-35O/month .
774·7058.
GRAD STUDENT seeks roommate
to share beautiful sunny apt in
Portland near USM. Large yard,
parking, storage. $315/month +
utils. Avail. immediately. 772·1060.

,-
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1165 CHRYSLER NEWPORT,

from pun(. to funk..
from 6t·6op to frip ./iQp ...

runs good, stickered, • new tires.
Needs radiator work. Must sell,
moving 10 NYC. Call 772·1087 or
828·0005, ask for Jean. $900
firm.

UNFINISHED LOFT or attic for
handyman to live in. 854-.4827.
leave message for Phi

WANTED : FEMALE RUGBY
layers. New Portland club
orming. No previous rugby
experience necessary. Call
Rosedanie at 772-5630.

ASHMORE REALTY
766-2981

r.

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Hitch a ride on a
commercial jet for no more than
$160 with AIRHITCH8 212·864·
2000

learning

for sale

RENT THIS SPACE

lost & found

Call 775-6601 for more details

LOST: CAIR.N TERRIER female,
tan. Sadly mISsed by her 13 year
old owner. lost 817 on Rt 231 in
No. Yarmouth 829-5830

--

Ask about the introductory special
for new advertisers!!

SEPT. AFTERNOON session for
Montessori Pre-school available lor
ages 3-7 years. Aftercare available
for cilildren ages k-2nd grade with
hours 3-5:30. Flexible scheduling.
Call Casco Bay Montessori Scilool.
440 Ocean S~ So. Portland 799·
2.00.

y------------------,
'Learning

587 Ocean Ave
Portland, ME
775·0413

through

play'

SEll YOUR
WHEELS ·
TODAY

A DEVELOPMENTAL DAY CARE

Conveniently loclted on Rt g on the fllmouth.1'ortllnd line
AFTER KINDERGARTEN
CARE (transportation
provided from area schools)
DAYCARE·
Fu", Part-time
Flexible Schedules

NURSERY

SCHOOL

NOW! DROP-IN CARE
(preregistration necessary)
ages 2112-7
We are located in lhe beautifully restored former
Cummings School with an adjacent new playground. We
provide a secure, nurtunng env~onment which
stimulates children's natural development

Motivate
down to
CascoBav
~EEKLV

_

Call 775-6601 for
more information

ABSOLUTELEY BEAUTIFUL
healthy fun·loving FREE kinens.
775·0866

stuff for sale
OUT WC WINDow, Sfc GIND'j o,,{ Tl-\l:
BPtc.\o\ poRLH-· 1 RVN AC.~OSS WE D~\Vf

ff\~

6RANOMOT)-\t'R ';1HL.S "FoR
LOVE of
GoD -' \(Noc.k IT OFF .' " I YI;; \.L. .' SHE woK€
/f\€ Vp! 1/ f{\~ 6RANtlftlA ljHL.S "ITS nM~
TO 6fT vp ANI1WA~! ITS 10:30/" IF
Tl-iEI2£ WAS STILL SC.HOOL., NORMAI.L~ I
WCVLtl Be IN MA.T\1 R\Gt\T NOW, \ NOTICE'
TI--\£ BENJi~ Of LIFE ANO I AM IN A PEP-fR.,.
MOOD. I €Al SOMf. TOAST AND Ii TA$iES
PHi c\o\).S. MA'P-L'.1S TfLLS ME A80vT ~\E.
KID wt\~ SL.UGGED I-\ER. AND SI1E sovtJ~S
AC..TUfl\..l,~ INi~t<fSTING

TO I.\ ••t~

'WA~ ,N ff\~ BA'B~ DOl..l.S, "DARE' TO BE

'BARE'.'" (IND~ SAYS. "\.VANNA 6010 THE

POO(..?" I

SIT 13~ HER.,L.ISTENING

WI·\lSPEY<-ED

TO-me

$1OR.~ OF \-IER AND

ovr

Bo~FR\,tNtl.sNEAI<\}.l6
['A$T NI6r\T. IN
';1ARt) 1l\E S?Rlj.l\(\.8{ St-loo'TS UP
PI !l\1U,,\ON T'N~ SPARKS OF WAT\?R.
'i~ 5VMM~R. IT FINAl,L\~ FINALL.~ IS,

--m€

-'." -

~~:

Portland)s Powerful Alternative

MOVING: SOLID MAPLE drop
leal table, $75, fishing gear,
antique pocket knives, hunting
knives, LL Bean hun'ng clothes, oil
paintings, framas, glassware, tools,
Panasonic nedios, new electronic
radiator, WWII clothing, men's
clothing , new auto battery
charger, motorcyde leather penis
and jacke~ adding machine and
more, pnced to sell, 8N-0808

""EEKLY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
775·6601
a.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SOMMA
MOTIONLESS
waterbed . Queen . Perfect
condition, just ike new. Owner
moving, must sel. New cost $600,
will se" !or $325 or bIo. Can Rob
77S.2990 Weekdayl.

-

YAMAHA KEYBOARDIPRS·32
Hardly used. 61 keys and loaded.
Prefer to lWSP for good alto or
tenor sax. Will sell for $250. Call
Sieve at 761 -5812 . leave a

'- -

Paint By Num~ers

-

ma;sage
EARTH FLAG Think GlobaHy, Fly
locally C. • colors screened on

blue. 3 x 5' nylon. $25ppd., cotton
$15 ppd . MAINE PEACE
CAMPAIGN, PO Box 3842,
Portland, ME, 14104 772-0680

roommates

PEAKS ISLAND· responsible,
nIs, mn, to share spacious house in
lovely setting. Own room with GORGEOUS, SUNNY large 38R
private bath. Many amenities. apl. Hardwood noors, fireplace
$250/month + 112 utils. 766- and porch. Female 1ooIQ"iI !or 1 0( 2
2025. Leave message.
roommates. S350 or $200 inca
heal. Call 772·3098. leave
YARMOUTH· ROOMMATE rne5S9
wanted MIF to shere 38R house,
large living room with fireplace, I'M LOOKING FOR a housemate,
den, dining IIlOm, modem kitchen preferably another woman, semi·
and bath, large yard. N/S, vegetarian, to share sunny, 2BR
$285/month, 113 utils. ~. apt in West End. Large yard and
storage srce. House garden.
FEMALE HOUSEMATE wanted m $275/mon + 112 utils. Cal 87&share cozy home in Willard Beacil 7019
area South Portland. WID. 5 LF LOOKING FOR LF or GM to
minute walk to beach, close to share 2BR apt close 10 USM. Large
Portland . N/S. Fresh garden IIlOms, parking. $2751month + 112
tomatos to be eaten soon. Avail. utils. Must be responsible. No
now $250 + 1/3 utils. Can 767· drugsmo smokers. Call 874-4960
6334
2 FEMALES • CAT looking for
SUNNY, SPACIOUS 2BR apt to 3rd MIF NIS, late 20's or older to
share with profl F (3O'sl. NiS. share our .BR VICtorian house
USM neighborhood. Laundry, lots with large yard. Rent $250 plus
of storege. S275/month + 112 113 utils. looking for someone
utils + sec. dep. Avail. 1011, lamiliar with 12 step programs. K
possibly 911 . 773·9856
interested, call 871 ·1320 or 773·
2293
MIF WANTED to share 3BR apt.
1 block from Eastern Prom. Sunny, FEMALE SEEKING responsible
hardwood floors, parking . mature Female to share nice 2BR
SI85/month + 1/3 utils. Call 879- apt with 2 cats on Spruce SI. in
the West End. Hardwood floors ,
1817
off·street parking, garage,
INSURED, EXPERIENCED, and storage space. Avail Sept 1, $275
we stand behind our wor1d Interior, + u~ls. NIS preferred. 87~ 1882
exterior painting. Wallpapering,
remodefing, roofing, all styles of
siding. and many other S8fVices, get
it done right the first time I Our
success is measured in cusmmer
satisfaction. Call Dye's at 283·
4559 or 1·800·696·DYES.
BECOME SUCCESSFUL by
working for yourself. ·How to
Start and Operate Your Own
EASY·GOING FEMALE wanted Prolitable Business at Home;
m share my apt. 2 minutes from the discusses seven proven businesses.
E. Prom. I am good nalUred and For more information, wril8 Da~i ng
comfortable to be around. $325 Publishing, 100 Harris Ave, Suite
inc. all. Call me aher 5 weekdays. 208, Portland, Maine, 04103
774-1398
MORE SPENDABLE INCOME
HOUSEMATE NEEDED Septlsl every month guaranteedl Almost
Looking for NIS MIF 10 share qulGt effo rtless ly get paid for
house near ocean WID, nice yard.. something you already do l
$400/month + uti Is. Call Don H. Recorded 24 hour message reveals
767-.4581 W: 883-3936
details. Call 617.695.7251

business

employme~t
SEEKING EXPERIENCED life models for ongoing life drawing
group. Relerences required. CBW
Box 209

Casco Bay Weekly has an immediate opening
fora part-time Listings Editor/Proofreader.
We seek someone WIth impeccable copy editing
skills who shares our commitment to compt!hen.
sive entertainment and community listings. This
person will manage listings information and will
proofread the entire paper.
This 20-hour /week job may be worked on a
flexible schedule - except Tuesday nights, when
the proofreading must be done.
IfJou have a passion for accuracy and detail,
an enjoy keepmg up on local community activities, send a resume and cover letter by Aug. 21.

CascoBav
~EKLV

187 Clark Street, Portland, ME 04102
" Attn:W.D. Cutlip, Arts Editor
'Y CLASSIFIED

./

SALESPERSON

Casco Bay Weekly has an opportunity for an
energetic Oassified Salesperson to join our team.
We are looking for a creative self-starter to
aggr."..jvely sell classified display and line advertising as well as handle a variety of other duties. You
must be organized and possess excellent Interpersonal and telephone skills. While primarily a
telemarketing position, some administrative duties
are required. Familiarity with Madntosh computers
a plus.
This position pays a base salary plus commission
and benefits.
If you are an enthusiastic team player please send
resume and letter detailing why you would like to
work for Casco Bay Weekly to:

Casco Bay Weekly has an opportunity for an
energetic account executive to join our sales
team.
We are looking for an experienced and
dynamic sales representative to pioneer and
maintain new accounts as well as service
existing ones. You must be organized,
creative, and possess excellent interpersonal
skills. You will work as an integral part of the
sales team while aggressively deveropin~ and
inde~ndently managing your own temtory.
Fanuliarity with the Greater Portland market
will be a plus.
This position pays a base salary plus commission. An ambitious salesperson will earn
$21k-$28k plus health coverage and benefits.
If you are enthusiastic about advertising sales
send a resume and cover letter outlining
why you'd like to work for Casco Bay Weekly
to:

~):0J>~

white
red
dark blue

~

BIZARRE AND biodegradable
bumper stickers. For complete
listing send SASE to : Box 201
Cape Cottage ME 04107

.Ji brown

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is a $20 gift certificate
from Alberta's for the first prize winner. The second prize receives a $15 gift certificate from Lola's Kitchen. Drawings are
done at random. Contestants are ineligible to win more than one
prize in a four-week span. Only one entry is allowed per person
per week,

green
yellow
black
golden brown
blue

Real Puzzle #33
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Oark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

ma;sage
TREK 12 SP blue road bike, like
new, with rack, lock, pump and 2
small bags $400. Diamondback
mountain bike with lock S25O.
200cm . Rossignol St compo skis
with look Nevada bindings $50.
Pre.;:or rowing machine, $60, Thule
car rack for 2 bikes, S125 7724199
ONE WAY TICKET Portland to
AJberquerque. Sep! . , S175. Cal
Thomes at 883-0315
READY TO FLY! Red Hawk
Ultraligh~ enclosed cockpi~ push
bunon star~ full eerilons and
lIap6. On wheets, with noats.
$6500 or n.'o. Catamaran with new
trampoline and rollerreefing jib.
S900. 799·4305

Solution to Real Puzzle #31
There are 139 blocks in the pile - at least, that's what 47 percent
of our sample saw. "Too easy," one of them wrote, "a joke."
Oh really? Well maybe you'd like to explain your solution to
one of the 53 percent who, with equal certainty, saw: 90,111,114,
129,122,127,128,129,130,131,134,135,136,137,130,140,142,
143,145,149,150,165 or 174.
First prize goes Nate Nickerson of Portland. Second prize goes
to Lee Richheimer of Wells.

2 ANTIQUE TURKISH rugs,
$650 each. LLBean Roy.
17ft. Includes vests, peddles and
canoe seal. Exc. cond o S700
Commodore S. computer with
printer etc. like new $250 inc an.
846-9038

c.noe-

187 Clark Street, Portland, ME 04102
" Attn: Holly Lynn, Advertising sales manager

CascoBav
'\N'EEKLV

187 Oark Street, Portland, ME 04102
" Attn:Holly Lynn, Advertising Sales Manager

ADVERTISING
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE

The numbers at the right represent colors from the palette
below. See if you can match them up.

MOVING MUST SELL 12 speed
Fuji bike in greet condition, asking
St 75. m-0718, IeIM! message.

GOLF CLUBS Ful set with extra
dubs, different brands. Brand new
bag included. $85-$75 with extra
clubs. Call 865·6722. leave

LISTINGS EDITOR/
PROOFREADER

CoscoBov

CD PLAYER with programming
and memory features $100.
Pa~ect condition. Originally S5OO.
Call 885-6722 181M! message.

I-\e-R

LARGE, 2BR APT, Cape
Elizabeth, 1 block from beach.
Yard, porch, storage, laundry
facilities, parking . Newly
renovated. Avail Sept 1. NiS F
preferred. $350/month inc. all.
799·.734
MIF ROOMMATE, responsible,
needed mshare sunny 3BR house
East End Portland. $220 + 113
utils + sec depoSIt. Available
immediately. No pets. Creative
types welcome. Call 775·2772

LESSONS

RESPONSIBLE,
PROFESSIONAL married couple
seeks to housesit or sublet in
Portland area from Sept to Jan.
Exc. references. 874·0737 or
633·2475

bulletin board childcare

RESPONSIBLE
PROFESSIONAL new to area
1183 SUB gOO Exc. condo No wishes to housesit Sep! 1 to June
new steel radials , well- 1. References provided. Call 77.·
Jeff Weinberger rust,
maintained. 103k milas. Great buy. 3371 eveni~ 0( leave message.
$2800. Call 772·1060
772-0208
WANTED: QUALITY bamboo
1& AUOI 4000 CS Quatro 4WD trout fl~rods , Edwards, Hawes,
All power. AMlFM cassette. Great Payne, Thomas, etc. Restorablas
carl $6900 773·6830
ok, ff priced aocordingly. Hardy,
Mills trout flyreels , tackle
POTIERY LESSONS studio 132
catalogues. Dwary, 629 Spencer
is already fillinp up September
Circle, Spartanburg SC 29302
classes. Come join the tun. Mon1h1y
fee includes everything. Also clay
stud io s~ace starting at
$751month IS available. 772·4334

animals

11.

775-1658 leave message.

• Waterfront Victorian
• Whitehead views
• Secluded" Woodsy
• Island Interior
All weeks '1\1 September
and beyond.
Priced $350·1000/Week.

BY OWNER·PORTLAND. 2BR
ranch in great neighborhood. FHW
heat. Daylight basement with
expansion possibilities. Shrubbery.
Garden spot. Deck and garage.
$90,000. Call 797·2179.

NON-SMOKING M/F roommate
needed Sept 1 lor split-level back
cove apt. $175 +
utils,
security deposit. 2 porches,
storage space, yard, progressive
atomosp/lere.
EASY·GOING, responsible MIF
wanted to share beautiful, 10 IIlOm
Victorian home. large, sunny,
unfurnished bedroom avail. Large
yard, deck, off·street parking,
near Deering HS. $4OOhno. inc all.

GUITAR

PEAKS ISLAN D
SUMMER RENTALS

1180 WB 100 GLE, southern
car with 87,000 milas, automatic,
cold alc, new sticker. Must sell
quick, $2750 or best offer. 767·
2530

wanted

'7

• 1990 United Feature Syndicate .

./

" 1990 United Feature Syndicate.

~

1·~BOOKS
146 Ocean St., South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE
UBed It: Out-of-Print Boob
We buy

BRING HOME THE
CHEESECAKE SERVED IN
MAINE'S FINEST
RESTAURANTS

DUlrirllr August

J.GLATTER BOOKS
will he open only
BY CHANCE OR
APPOINTMENT
liS we move
down the street to
#81 OCEAN STREET.

...
AWARD WINNER

AT THE
'CHOCOLATE LOVERS' FLING.'
1987.1989.1990

...
FEATURED IN SELECT
SHAW'S SUPERMARKETS

...

MAIL ORDER & BAKERY PICK-UP
AVAILABLE
ONE INDUSTRIAL WAY ... PORTLAND.
MAINE 04103 ... 207-797-9990

Thank you for your
support.

·fRESHCor~t\fRIE3

° \-bMEMADC CCCKIE5

772-0360

1. ~

1 ..7 CUmberland Ave
. Portland

PA'l'IO OUTBACK

CORPORATE
MEMBERSHIPS

First annual
Greater Portland Kite Festival

$25

Sunday Aug. 19, 1990
Fort Williams Park, Cape Elizabeth

l1am-3pm
(bring a picnic lunchl
All PROCEEDS BENEFIT PINE TREE cmp FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
A program of the Maine Easter Seal Society
KITE EVENTS: .
Stunt Kite Demo
Flying Pig Iwinds pennitting)
Fighter Kite Demo
String Racer Competition

MONTH· FULL
MEMBERSHIP'

"per persm paid in fuN

Largest Eddy Kite (diamond)
Largest Kite
Funniest Decorated Kite
~
Kite Train (most kites on a line)
KITE SPONSORSHIPS: By asking people to make a donation to
MAGIC

as low as

oAerobics/Step Aerobics
oNautilus
oFree Weights
oTanning

JUDGED EVENTS:

Easter Seals to sponSQr your kite. you can
earn a special Kite Festival T-shirt

·SHISH-K-BoB
• JERK CHICKEN
• f?J.AfEL AND HUMMOUS
• FISH -N,CHiPS

-

Portland

-Massage Therapy
oFreeze Policy
-Sauna & Steam Rooms
o12'x12' Jacuzzi

ARegency

HEALTH CLUB

20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT 871-7054

Cail: 774-92BO or B71-<l035

Your Feet
Never Felt
This Good

·\(if.':fi".l,,;

Some people call them a walking
miracle. Whatever you call them, if
you knew what they felt like, you'd
be wearing them now.

Bil'kenUod,"

.--- .........-.1._.....
~

92 Exchange Street
Portland, Ma1ne 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open 7 Days a week
~

-.-~

your Bir#(enstock store
337 Forest Ave.- Portland, Maine - 207-773-6601
H_ ln..mory, ..pe<t fIIIWlg, mol_

nallo_ c;ompitlte ..paIr-..

.. - ..- .. .. - ..- .. - .. - .. - .. - .. - .. - .. - .. -.
-'~',~,

Catch the afternoon rays
and the bay
breeze
with a late
lunch on the
patio

~co BAY T~.l?
... Things Worth Having...

~

'i'
JEWELRY - New and Estate
ANTIQUES, PORCELAINS, On. PAINTINGS
Exclusive dealer in Maine for
LEHMAN & LEE of SANTA FE Hand-made jewelry with
hand-cut stones
'i'

SEIJ.ING_ •. BUYING .. ° TRADING
Gold and Diamonds,
Electronic Equipment and more
'i'

486 CONGRESS STREET, PORTlAND

774-8983

